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Dm Base Fat
WHAT DATA BASE FAT IS.

It’s a waste of time and space - the time it takes to
access data and the space required for the storage.
It’s a hardware problem and a software problem
and Tandem has solved them both.
NEW NON-FAT HARDWARE.
Introducing a new disc drive product called the
Tandem V8.
The data base that would normally be stored on
one large, conventional disc has been split up over
eight small, high-density discs.

NEW NON-FAT SOFTWARE.

We’ve developed new data base software that allows
our relational data base to operate 50%
to 100% faster on the same hardware.
That means you can boost your through
put without buying new hardware.
Massive amounts of data
can be made easily
and instantly available
to hundreds of users,
even if they’re geoff //
Parallelpaths
graphically distributed / A
i fp[!Zup
over a worldwide network.
V
data access.
TANDEM’S GROWTH ARCHITECTURE.
When you outgrow a Tandem system, you don’t
replace it. You just add to it. You can start with two
processors in a local system and expand at any incre
ment you choose, all the way to 4,080 processors
worldwide. You never buy more than you need.

TIME
Tandem matches need. The competition overspends it.

NEW TANDEM V8.
8 disc drives, 8 actuators in one cabinet.

Instead of one actuator handling I/O requests
sequentially, eight actuators can now work
simultaneously. No disc space goes unused.
The Tandem V8 gives you high throughput,
stores 1.3 gigabytes of data, yet remarkably takes
up only six square feet of floor space.
Maintenance is easy, too. Each disc drive can be
removed and replaced in a few minutes. Aid the
Tandem V8 can stay on line even while it’s being
serviced.

With Tandem, your software expands, too. So you
only write applications once. It’s also a fault-tolerant
system that stays on line without using idle backup
components. Instead, each component has at least
one identical copy with which it shares the workload.
No single failure can shut you down.
LET’S CHEW THE FAT.
Tandem systems are already at work in major
organisations in Australia and New Zealand in
Banking, Telecommunications, Tourism,
Manufacturing, Retailing and in Federal and State
Government Departments.
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Editorial
In recent years, individual issues of this journal have been |iven over to particular themes.. Most frequently
this has been the result of deliberate planning, with the appointment of a guest editor, and calling for papers on
the chosen theme. Our previous issue, devoted to the theme of Office Automation, was one of these. This issue
has two themes: the first, and fairly obvious, but unplanned theme is provided by a group of papers concerned
with databases, that should be of interest to many readers. The second, latent theme of this issue is that of
typesetting.
You will find no particular papers on this theme in the table of contents-. Instead.each.paper has a-rather
different typesetting history and intrinsic style from the others. Further, if you have already scanned through the
issue, you will have noticed that we seem to have abandoned the Optima typeface that has been used in the
Journal since 1979, and to have reverted to the earlier Times typeface that was used when the Journal began. If
you are more than usually tuned into matters typograhical, you may even have noticed that the font size for the
main text has increased from 9.5 to 10 points. This all represents progress, even though it may not appear that
way! We are teetering on the brink of the age of computer typesetting.
This development has been under consideration for some time: most of papers offered to the Journal are
prepared using a word-processing or computer system, and the desirability of re-keying material already available
in Computer digestible form, especially when it. consists of complex mathematical notations, has long been
questioned. However, such is the nature of these things, changing from more traditional methods has only just
become attractive.
It all started, in true Australian fashion it seems, with RSI. The search for an alternative typesetting service
led to a number of different firms not previously associated with the Journal, for the preparation of the first two
issues of this volume. The result was a marked lack of consistency in many minor matters of typographical style.
In an effort to solve this, the previous issue was placed with just one service. Unfortunately they took four weeks
longer than expected (yes, the August issue was late, and we apologise) and then they declined further work. So,
to coin a phrase, it was time.
Of the six papers in this issue, five were prepared originally in computer readable form by the authors. One
was reset in the normal way; one was set by a commercial service using a diskette provided by the author; and the
remaining three (which were declined by the commercial service) were set using a phototypesetter at the University
of Wollongong. Two of the last three had been prepared by the authors using troff on a UNIX system, and the
third had been prepared using Wordstar on a home computer. We invite you to determine which is which!
This change in typesetting technology has provided a learning experience for everyone involved in the
preparation of the Journal. When the decision to go this way was first made, at least two commercialtypesetting
bureaus claimed to be able to handle complex mathematical setting via troff. This turned out not to be so. We
wish to thank the University of Wollongong (Ross Nealon in particular) for coming to our rescue. Unfortunately,
although they could do the job, they have not as yet been able to afford a wide variety of fonts—hence our
reversion to Times. Now that we know how to solve the difficult problems, the impossible ones will only take a
little longer. Watch out for more changes and a new look for the Journal in the future.
The current generation of affordable laser printers has created many new publishing possibilities for
computer generated texts. The next generation of laser printers now on the drawing boards will change many
long established practices. Typesetting via computer-will become a popular art, and everyone will be doing it.
Already some of the most ungainly, inept samples of typesetting around are computer-generated. Standards and
expectations appear to be declining. But before we, like the barbarians of old descending on the remnants of the
Roman empire, brush aside the traditions and knowledge of one of mankind’s oldest crafts, we should pause to
learn the wisdom of past generations. There are many rules for good typography—and they have little in
common with Fortran or Cobol programming.
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An Automation of Jackson’s
Structured Programming
T.H. Tse*
A program development system has been written based on Jackson’s structured programming methodol
ogy. It accepts input and output data structures and generates pseudo-code. Executable operations other
than computations can be generated automatically. The number of input and output data structures can
be unlimited since they can be accepted in turn by the system. Backtracking is solved by accepting “quit
if” operations in the data structures. The system also supports program inversion, which is essential for
structure clash and for multi-user interactive systems.
Keywords and phrases: automatic programming, software development, software engineering, structured
programming.
CR categories: D.1.2, D.2, D.2.2, K.6.3.

1. BACKGROUND
Various popular methodologies have been developed
for information systems designers, such as Jackson’s
structured programming (Jackson, 1975, 1980; and
Ingevaldsson, 1979), Jackson’s system development
(Jackson, 1983), structured analysis (DeMarco, 1978;
and Weinberg, 1980), structured design (Yourdon and
Constantine, 1979), structured systems analysis (Gane
and Sarson, 1979) and structured systems development
(On, 1977) Most of them, however, are only manual
tools developed from experience. There is a need to
computerize these tools.
On the other hand, there are other projects in
automating the system development process. Examples
are ISDOS (Teichroew and Hershey, 1977), SAMM
(Stephens and Tripp, 1978), SARA (Campos and
Estrin, 1978), SREM (Alford, 1982), UDS2
(Biggerstaff, 1979) and USE (Wasserman, 1982). But
they are often developed independently of the popular
tools we have mentioned, although some attempts of
integration have been made (Yamamoto, 1981). As a
result, practising systems designers may find them dif
ficult to use (Davis, 1982; and Martin, 1984).
To remedy this situation, a research project has been
set up by the author to automate the popular develop
ment methodologies. Various data-driven structured
design methods are being studied (Tse, 1985).
The present paper reports the findings on an automa
tion of Jackson’s structured programming (JSP). In Sec
tion 2 we will outline the procedure for program
development according to the JSP methodology. Then
in Section 3 we will describe how the procedure is auto
mated.
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the
fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the
Australian Computer Society.

2. OUTLINE OF JSP
JSP was developed as a technique for writing struc
tured programs from given input and output data struc
tures. It consists of a well-defined set of steps to match
the input and output data structures and to merge them
into a program structure, which is then converted into
pseudo-code. The method has proved to be superior to
other functional decomposition techniques (Griffiths,
1978).
In this section we will briefly describe the procedure
recommended in JSP. For the convenience of interested
readers, suggestions for further reference are given
whenever a key concept is introduced. Unless otherwise
stated, (19xx: yy-zz) refers to page yy-zz of Jackson
(19xx).
2.1 Basic JSP Procedure
We will illustrate the basic steps in JSP through an
example.
Example 1
Information on customer orders is stored up in an
order file. Each order consists of a header record
holding the order number and the customer
number, followed by a group of detail records. Each
detail record carries the amount debited for a diffe
rent product. We are required to produce a report
showing the total amount debited for each order.
2.1.1 Input and Output Data Structures
The first step in JSP is to specify the structures of the
input and output data. Data structures are defined in
terms of three basic constructs - sequence, iteration and
selection (1975: 17-32, 1983: 86-91) - just as in struc
tured programming (Bohm and Jacopini, 1966, and
Dahl et al., 1972). The constructs are represented
graphically by trees in Jackson structure diagrams, as
shown in Figure 1. Thus the input and output structures
of Example 1 are drawn as two trees, as shown in Figure

2.

• The author is with the Centre of Computer Studies and Applications, University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong. Manuscript received
July, 1984; revised May, 1985.
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(a)

Sequence

(a)

Input Data Structure

A

ORDERS

B
(b)

D

ORDER

Iteration
ORDERBODY

ORDERHEAD
B

*

ORDERNO

c
(c)

CUSTNO

DETAIL

Selection
DETORDERNO

(b)

Output Data Structure
REPORT

Figure 1

Basic Constructs
REPORTBODY

REPORTHEAD

2.1.2 Structural Correspondence
We then find the nodes in the data structures that cor
respond to each other. An input node A will be regarded
as corresponding to an output node B if one instance of
A is processed to give an instance of B (1975: 67-70). The
structural correspondence for Example 1 is shown in
Figure 3. “Order”, for instance, corresponds to “total
line” because each order is processed to give a total line.
2.1.3 Program Structure
The program structure is then prepared by first draw
ing the corresponding nodes and then adding in other
nodes that do not correspond (1975: 67-70). This is illus
trated in Figure 4.
An exception to this procedure is when the input con
sists of two or more sequential files arranged in different
orders. In this case a structure clash is said to occur
(1975: 151-166), and can be resolved by introducing
intermediate files or by program inversion (see Section
2.4 below).
2.1.4 Executable Operations
Very often, the target program has to perform opera
tions which are not obvious from the data structures.
They are called executable operations in JSP (1975: 45,
51 and 1980: 396). They are diyided into five types: start!
stop, open/close, read/write, assignment and computa
tional operations. The next step is to list out the approp
riate statements for these five types of operations in a
numbered checklist, e.g.
1. stop;
2. open;
3. open (report);
4. close (orders);
5. close (report);
6. read (orders);
7. write (reporthead);
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

TOTALLINE

ORDERNO

Figure 2

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

CUSTNO

TOTAL

Data Structures

write (totalline);
report. orderno: = orders. orderno;
report.custno: = orders.custno;
total: = total + amt;
total: = 0;

2.1.5 Allocation of Operations
The executable operations are allocated to the
appropriate nodes in the program structure (1975: 46-47
and 52-55), as illustrated in Figure 5. Jackson suggests
that this can be done by noting the frequency of execu
tion of each operation. For example, an open statement
is executed only once at the beginning of the program. A
read statement is executed at the beginning of the prog
ram as well as at the end of each iteration block where
the input record is involved.
,
Executable operations have remained a major weak
ness of JSP. They have to be invented from nowhere and
then allocated to the program structure in terms of
meaningless numbers. An unreadable program struc
ture such as Figure 5 usually results. This weakness
further justifies the need for automation.
2.1.6 Pseudo-code
The program structure is then converted into Jackson
pseudo-code (1975: 47-48 and 1983: 122-127), as shown
in Figure 6. The pseudo-code can be translated into Pas
cal , Cobol or whatever programming language required.
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ORDERS

PRODUCE REPORT

REPORT

ORDER

REPORTHEAD

REPORTBODY
PRODUCE
REPORTHEAD

ORDERHEAD

ORDERBODY

PROCESS ORDERS
TO PRODUCE REPORTBODY

TOTALLINE
PROCESS ORDER
TO PRODUCE TOTALLINE

ORDERNO

CUSTNO

DETAIL

ORDERNO

CUSTNO

TOTAL
PROCESS
ORDERHEAD

PROCESS
ORDERBODY

PROCESS
CUSTNO

PROCESS
DETAIL

PROCESS
TOTAL

DETORDERNO

PROCESS
ORDERNb

Figure 3

Structural Correspondence
PROCESS
DETORDERNO

2.2 Backtracking
At the beginning of a selection or iteration, we nor
mally check whether some condition is satisfied before
taking the appropriate action. But sometimes we may
not be fully aware of the situation at the very start. For
example, we may need to exit from the middle of an iter
ation when a running total exceeds a pre-defined ceiling.
Backtracking is used in JSP for such cases (1975:122-129
and 1983: 203-207). We make an assumption (e.g. run
ning total < ceiling), and then follow the program proce
dure based on that assumption. Later on, however, if the
assumption proves to be wrong, we will have to abandon
the procedure.
The statement we need for backtracking is a “quit if5
command. Consider for instance

Figure 5

PROCESS

Adding Executable Operations

B
C
B quit if (condl)

D
B end.

This indicates that if (condl) is true, then we have to exit
fromB.
Sometimes an alternative routine, say E, is required
when (condl) is found to be true. Then the original
routine and the alternative routine are labelled respec
tively by the keywords posit and admit, as shown below:
B posit
C
B quit if (condl)

PRODUCE REPORT

D
B admit

PRODUCE
REPORTHEAD

PROCESS ORDERS
TO PRODUCE REPORTBODY

PROCESS ORDER
TO PRODUCE TOTALLINE

PROCESS
ORDERNO

PROCESS
CUSTNO

PROCESS
DETAIL

PROCESS
DETORDERNO

Figure 4
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PROCESS
TOTAL

PROCESS
ORDERBODY

PROCESS
ORDERHEAD

PROCESS

Program Structure

E
B end.

2.3 Interactive Input
When interactive input is required for a program,
Jackson (1983: 343-348) suggests that each “read” state
ment should be followed by an iteration of feedbacks,
thus:
read (orders);
validate itr while (invalid)
write (diagnostics);
read (orders);
validate end.

2.4 Program Inversion
There are some situations where the above JSP proce
dures do not work effectively by themselves. Examples
are:
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985
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-

when we prepare a program running under a multi
tasking environment, such as one that support
multi-user interactive input. .. s
- when there is a structure clash in sequential access,
that is to say, when the sequential files are in diffe
rent orders.
Program inversion is recommended in JSP to solve
these problems (1975: 171-183 and 1983: 263-272). A
program is inverted to become a program module, which
can be called by a scheduler for as many times as neces
sary. The inverted module will “remember” the state
ment it has been executing before returning control to
the scheduler. The next time when the module is called,
it will resume from that point.
For example, the procedure for inverting a program
with respect to an input file is as follows:
- Delete the open statement and the first read state
ment
- Insert a multi-way branch and the initial pointer
address at the beginning of the module, thus:
goto tp (textpointer);
tp (1):

Replace each statement and the close statement by:
textpointer: = N;
return;
tp (N):

where N starts from 2 and is incremented by 1 for every
“return”.
- Change the stop statement to “return”.
Readers may refer to an interesting summary in King
(1982), where a Jackson structure diagram is used to
describe the program inversion process.
3. AUTOMATION OF JSP
A program development system has been written to
accept definitions of the input and output data struc
tures. Matching and merging are performed automati
cally to produce program structures in the form of
pseudo-code. The system supports executive opera
tions, backtracking and program inversion. It consists of
a suite of medium sized Pascal programs, currently run
ning in batch mode on a PDP 11/70 under RSTS/E. The
main features of the system are described in this section.
3.1 Specification of Data Structures
In order to define the data structures in a language
familiar to the average systems designer, our specifica
tion language combines the features of the Cobol data
division and the Jackson pseudo-code. Each node in the
data structure corresponds to a line in the specification
language, consisting of components as described below.
The program structure generated by the system will have
a similar syntax.
3.1.1 Level Number
The level number is used to indicate the relative posi
tion of the node in the data structure. A Cobol-like con
vention is used. Level 01 indicates the root, and the child
of a node of level L will have a level of L .+ 1.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

report seq
open (orders);
open (report);
read (orders);
write (reporthead);
orders-reportbody itr while not endof (orders)
report.orderno :» orders.orderno;
report.custno :» orders.custno;
total :■ 0;
read (orders);
orderbody itr while (detorderno » orders.orderno)
►and not endof (orders)
total :» total + amt;
read (orders);
orderbody end
write (totaliine);
orders-reportbody end
close (orders);
close (report);
stop;
report end

Figure 6

Jackson Pseudo-Code

3.1.2 Node Name
The name is used for the matching of nodes and can be
any string of alphanumerical characters.
3.1.3 Keyword
The keyword is used to distinguish one type of node
from another. It helps the system to determine the
appropriate action required when data structures are
matched to produce a program structure. Five keywords
are used, as described below. Please note that the
keyword end, normally used in JSP to specify the end of
a tree, is not required by our system.
(a) seq
This indicates a sequence. For example, Figure 1(a) can
be specified as
02

A seq
03 B
03 D

(b) itr
This indicates an iteration. For example, Figure 1(b) can
be specified as
03

B itr
04 C.

(c) sel and alt
These keywords are used in a selection. Figure 1(c) can
be represented by
03

D sel
04 E alt
04 Fait.

(d) rec
Consider the following example:
02

G rec
03 H
03 I.

The keyword rec indicates that G is an input or output
record. A read or write statement will be generated in
the program structure as appropriate.
3.2 Structural Correspondence
3.2.1. Some Basic Definitions
Before we describe how the system deals with struc
tural correspondence, let us formally define a few useful
terms.
157
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(a) Given a node X of level L, a subordinate of X is a
node satisfying two conditions:
- It must have a level > L.
- It must immediately follow X, or a subordinate of X.
Consider for instance
02

A
03
03

02

B
04
D
04
04

C
E
F

G.

The nodes B to F are the subordinates of A
(b) A tree with root X (or simply a tree X) is defined as
the set consisting of the node X together with all its sub
ordinates. In the above example, the nodes A to F form
a tree with root A (or simply a tree A).
(c) A subtree of X is a tree satisfying two conditions:
- Its root must have a level of L + 1.
- It must immediately follow X, or a subtree of X.
In the example above, the subtrees of A are the trees
03 B
04

C

and
03

D
04
04

E
F.

3.2.2 Matching of Data Structures
The system regards the input and output data struc
tures as two trees, which are matched and merged to
produce a single tree representing the program struc
ture. The algorithm is shown in Figure 7, and the main
concepts are explained below.
When two trees are matched, we check first of all
whether the roots correspond. In general we assume that
two nodes with identical names will correspond to each
other, but the user can also specify that two nodes with
different names should correspond.
If the roots, say A and B, correspond, we combine
them into one node A-B in the program structure. As for
their subordinates, there are two possible courses of
action:
(a) We continue matching the subtrees of A and B.
(b) We do not continue matching, but simply reproduce
the trees A and B as two distinct program subtrees under
A-B.

procedure structural correspondence
begin
read input node;
read output node;
match trees (1, 1, 1);

end;

procedure match trees (M, N, P)
T* Match the next input tree whose root is of level M,
with the next output tree whose root is of level N,
to form a program tree whose root is of level P.
*)
begin
if (root of input tree corresponds to root of output tree)
and (match subtrees ** yes) then
begin
write combined input/output node (level P)?
read input node;
read output node;
while (input level > M) and (output level > N) do
match trees (M+l, N+l, P+1);
while (input level > M) do
copy input tree (M+l, P+1);
(* Copy the next input tree whose rogt is of level
M+l to a program tree whose root is of level
P+1. *)
while (output level > N) do
copy output tree (N+l, P+1);
end
else if (root of input tree corresponds to root of output
tree) and (match subtrees ** no) then
beg i n
write combined input/output node (level P);
write input node (level P+1);
read input node;
while (input level > M) do
copy input tree (M+l, P+2);
'write output node (level P+1);
read output node;
while (output level > N) do
copy output tree (N+l, P+2);
end
else if (root of input tree corresponds to some other node
in this output tree) then
begin
write output node (level P);
read output node;
while (input level >= M) and (output level > N) do
match trees (M, N+l, P+1);
while (output level > N) do
copy output tree (N+l, P+1);
end
else if (root of input tree corresponds to a node in some
other output tree) then
copy output tree (N, P)
else if (root of output tree corresponds to some other node
in this" input tree) then
begin
write input node (level P);
read input node;
while (input level > M) and (output level >» N) do
match trees (M+l, N, P+1);
while (input level > M) do
copy input tree (M+l, P+1);
end
else if (a node in this input tree corresponds to some
output node) and not (a node in this output tree corresponds
to some input node) then
copy output tree (N, P)
else copy input tree (M, P);
end;

Figure 7 Algorithm for Structural Correspondence and Matching of
Trees

Action (a) will produce a program tree
02

Consider, for instance, two trees
02

whereas action (b) will produce
A
03
03

02
C
D

and
02

B
03
03
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A-B
03 C-E
03 D-F

03
E
F.

A-B
03 A
04
04
B
04 E
04 F.

C
D
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TABLE 1

Treatment of Correspondence Cases
Root of
Input
Tree

ROOt Of
Output
Tree

Root and
Subordinates
of Program Tree

Continue
Matching
Subtrees?

1.1

A seq

B seq

A-B seq

Yes

1.2

A seq

B itr

A-B seq
A seq
B Ttr

No

1.3

A seq

B sel

A-B seq
A seq
B sel

No

1.4

A seq

B alt

A-B alt

Yes

1.5

A seq

B rec

A-B rec

Yes

2.1

A itr

B seq

A-B 3eq
Aitr
B sea

No

2.2

A itr

B itr

If the conditions agree:
A-B itr
Yes
Otherwise:
A-B seq
No
Aitr
B Itr
Issue a warning message
in this case

2.3

A -i tr

B sel

A-B seq
Aitr
B sel

No

2.4

A itr

B alt

A-B alt
A~Ttr
B seq

No

2.5

A itg

B rec

A-B seq
Aitr
B rec

No

Whether action (a) or (b) is taken depends on the
combination of keywords in A and B. In a recent project
report, Law (1984) proposes 64 combinations, and even
then there are ambiguities left. The present author has
modified Jackson’s keywords into five (see Section 3.1.3
above), and reduced the number of combinations to 25,
as shown in Table 1. For 11 of these cases, action (a)
should be taken. Otherwise procedure (b) should be
used.
3.2.3 Conditions for Selection and Iteration
The user defines the condition for selection in the data
structure after the keyword alt. If two alt nodes corres
pond, say “A alt (condl)” and “B alt (cond2)”, the sys
tem will check whether the strings (condl) and (cond2)
are the same. If so, a single condition will result in the
program structure. Otherwise a warning message will be
given. A similar warning message will also be issued by
the system if the conditions of two corresponding itr
nodes do not agree.
3.2.4 Re-Packing
The system carries on the matching until all the nodes
in the input and output trees have been scanned. The
resulting program tree may contain some unnecessary
hierarchies such as sequences within sequences. A final
. re-packing is done by the system to simplify the program
structure. For example,
02

3.1

A sel

B aeq

A-B seq
A sel
B seq

No

3.2

A sel

B Itr

A-B seq
A sel
B itr

No

3.3 - A sel

B sel

A-B sel

Yes

3.4

A sel

B alt

A-B ait
A sel
B seq

No

3.5

A sel

B rec

A-B seq
A sel
B rec

No

4.1

A alt

B seq

A-B alt

Yes

4.2

A alt

B itr

A-B alt
A seq
B Ttr

No

4.3

A aii

B sel

A-B alt
A seq
B sel

No

4.4

A alt

B alt

A-B alt
Yes
Issue a warning message if
the conditions do not agree

4.5

A alt

B rec

A-B alt
subA-B rec

5.1

A rec

B seq

A-B rec

Yes

5.2

A rec

B itr

A-B seq
A rec
B Ttr

No

5.3

A rec

B sel

A-B seq
A rec
B sel

No

Yes

5.4

A rec

B alt

A-B alt
subA-B rec

Yes

5.5

A rec

B rec

A-B rec

Yes

G itr
03 H seq
04 I
04 J
03 K seq
04 L

becomes
02

Gitr
03 I
03 J
03 L.

3.3 Executable Operations
The system will automatically generate statements for
start/stop, open/close, read/write and assignment opera
tions, but not for computational operations. The details
are as follows:
3.3.1 Start/stop, Open/close and Read/write Operations
Open statements are generated at the beginning of the
pseudo-code. Close and stop statements are generated
at the end. A write statement is generated at the end of
each output rec block. For sequential access, a read
statement is generated at the end of each input rec block,
and also after each “open input” statement. For direct
access, a read statement is generated at the beginning of
each input rec block.
3.3.2 Assignment Operations
Elementary nodes are defined as nodes without sub
ordinates. Whenever two elementary nodes, say A and
B, correspond to each other, an assignment statement
B: = A;
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(a)

Data Structures

(a). Input Data Structure
01

A

B

ie;
c"

.
D

where
- A corresponds to B
- match subtrees * no
- C corresponds to D.
(b)
(b)

Output Data Structure

Resulting Program Structure
01

report seq
02 reporthead rec
02 reportbody itr while not endof (orders)
03 totalline rec
04 orderno
04 custno
04 total

Figure 9
01

Figure 8

Non-Matched Subtrees

is generated automatically by the system. When an
elementary node corresponds to a non-elementary
node, no assignment statement is generated, and match
ing is done according to Table 1 as usual.
Assignment statements are also automatically gener
ated in another situation. When the roots of two trees
correspond, the system may or may not be required to
match the subtrees. In the latter case, information on
node correspondence in the subtrees may be lost. To
solve the problem, whenever an elementary input node
in a non-matched subtree corresponds to some elemen
tary output node, the system will generate an assignment
statement, as shown in Figure 8.
3.3.3 Computational Operations
It is not possible for the development system to
“guess” any computation. They have to be defined by
the user. In the original version of JSP, computational
statements are added to the program structure after the
latter has been prepared. In our automated version, this
practice is not maintained for two reasons:
-

The user is not familiar with the program structure
generated automatically by the system.
Adding statements at the end defeats the purpose of
automation.

Instead, computational operations are defined in the
data structures by the user. They are distinguished from
other types of nodes by the absence of a keyword and the
presence of a semi-colon (;). In Example 1, for instance,
the operation
total: = total + amt;
can be added under “amt”.
A computational statement is not matched with any
other node, but is simply reproduced at the appropriate
place in the program structure.
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orders itr while not endof (orders)
02 order seq
03 orderhead rec
04 orderno
04 custno
04 total :11 0;
03 orderbody itr while (detorderno »
orders.orderno) and not endof (orders)
04 detail rec
05 detorderno
05 amt seq
06 total :■ total + amt;

Specification of Data Structures

report seq
02 open (custs);
02 open (orders);
'
02 open (report);
02 read (orders);
02 write (reporthead);
02 custs-orders-reportbody itr while not endof (orders)
03 report.orderno :* orders.orderno;
03 read (custs (orders.custno));
03 report.custno :« orders.custno;
03 custl posit
04 custl quit if not (found);
04 report.name : = custs.name;
03 cust2 admit
04 report.name := "warning";
03 total ;= 0;
03 read (orders);
03 orderbody itr while (orders.orderno =
report.orderno)
04 total := total + amt;
04 read (orders);
03 write (totalline);
02 close (custs);
02 close (orders);
02 close (report);
02 stop;

Figure 10

Multiple Input Data Structures and Backtracking

Example 1 Revisited
As an illustration, the input and output data struc
tures of Example I are re-specified following Sec
tions 3.1 and 3.3, and are shown in Figure 9. The
program structure generated automatically by the
system closely resembles Figure 6, apart from minor
syntactical deviations such as the use of level num
bers and the omission of end nodes, as described in
Section 3.1.
3.4 Multiple Input/Output Data Structures
The system can handle multiple input and/or multiple
output data structures. Matching and merging is done as
usual on two of the data structures, resulting in a provi
sional program tree. .The provisional result is then
matched with a third data structure to give a more accu
rate program tree. The system will continue in this way,
accepting data structures one at a time, until the final
program structure is obtained.
Example 2
Suppose the requirements for Example 1 are
modified. The records of all the customers are held
in a separate direct access file. When an order is
read, the program must read the appropriate cusThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985
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01

report seq
02 goto tp (textpointer);
02 tp (1):
continue?
02 validate itr while (invalid)
03 write (diagnostics (jobno))?
03 textpointer
2?
03 return;
03 tp (2):
continue;
02 write (reporthead (jobno))?
02 custs-orders-reportbody itr while not endof (orders)
03 report.orderno :» orders.orderno;
03 read (custs (orders.custno));
03 report.custno :» orders.custno;
03 custl posit
04 custl quit if not (found)?
04 report.name :« custs.name;
03 cust2 admit
04 report.name
"warning"?
03 total
0;
03 textpointer :« 3?
03 return;
03 tp (3):
continue?
03 validate itr while (invalid)
04 write (diagnostics (jobno))?
04 textpointer :* 4?
04 return;
04 tp (4):
continue;
03 orderbody itr while (orders.orderno »
report.orderno)
04 total :* total 4- amt;
04 textpointer :* 5?
04 return;
04 tp (5): continue;
04 validate itr while (invalid)
05 write (diagnostics (jobno));
05 textpointer :* 6;
05 return;
05 tp (6): continue;
03 write (totalline (jobno))?
02 textpointer :* 7;
02 return;
02 tp (7):
continue?
02 return;

Figure 11

Interactive Input and Program Inversion

tomer record and place the customer name on to the
report as part of the total line.
One extra input data structure - the customer file
- will have to be specified to the development sys
tem. Pseudo-code is generated automatically and is
shown in Figure 10.
3.5 Backtracking
To specify backtracking, the user can insert quit if
statements into the data structures as he sees fit. The sys
tem will place them in the appropriate positions in the
program structure. The user can also add posit and
admit nodes into the data structures. The system will
match them as if they are alt nodes.
An example of backtracking is included in Figure 10.
3.6 Interactive Input
If interactive input is required in a program, the sys
tem will generate an iteration, writing out diagnostics
according to Section 2.3.
3.7 Program Inversion
The program inversion procedure is quite tedious and
hence error prone. Furthermore, the final product - the
inverted module - is quite unreadable and looks like an
assembly language program to many people. To solve
the problem, our system will invert programs automati
cally on request. As a result, the inversion process is
transparent to the user.
Example 2 Revisited
As an illustration, we have converted the prog
ram in Example 2 to accept interactive input, and
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

have further inverted it for a multi-user environ
ment. The result is shown in Figure 11.
4.

FURTHER STUDIES
We have chosen to generate Jackson pseudo-code
from the present system because we would like to test it
with the examples from Jackson. It should be possible to
modify the system and generate programs in a high level
language, but further experimentation would be
required.
Besides serving as a development system for JSP, the
present system should also be a useful aid for Jackson’s
system development (JSD). For example, once the
entity structures have been defined, part of the initial
model step (1983:121-170) and the function step (1983:
171-245) can be undertaken by the system. The program
inversion function of our system would also be useful in
the implementation step (1983: 256-332). Further
studies should be made in these directions.
5.

CONCLUSIONS
The program development system under study can
accept input and output data structures and generate
pseudo-code according to Jackson’s structured prog
ramming methodology. Executable operations other
than computations can be generated automatically. The
number of input and output data structures can be unli
mited since they can be accepted in turn by the system.
Backtracking is solved by accepting “quit if” operations
in the data structures. The system also supports program
inversion, which is essential for structure clash and for
multi-user interactive systems.
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Deductive Database Tools
R.W. Topor, T. Keddis and D.W. Wrightf 1
A deductive database is a database in which data can be represented both explicitly by facts and
implicitly by general rules. The use of typed first order logic as a definition and manipulation
language for such deductive databases is advocated and illustrated by examples. Such a language has
a well-understood theory and provides a uniform notation for data, queries, integrity constraints,
views and programs, We present algorithms for implementing domains, for using atoms with named
attributes, for evaluating queries, and for checking integrity constraints. The implementation is by
translation into Prolog and can be performed using a standard Prolog system. The paper assumes
some familiarity with relational databases, logic and Prolog.
Keywords and Phrases: Database management, deductive database, query language, integrity
constraint, logic programming, Prolog.
CR Categories: H.2, 1.2.3.

1. introduction
A deductive database system is a generalization of a
(relational) database system that allows data to be
represented both explicitly by stored facts and impli
citly by general rules. The use of logic programming
languages such as Prolog as a basis for defining and
implementing deductive database systems has recently
attracted considerable interest. See, for example, Gallaire and Minker (1978), Gallaire, Minker and Nicolas
(1981, 1984a, 1984b), and Lloyd (1983). The reason
for this interest is that logic provides a uniform
language for the representation of explicit and implicit
data, the retrieval of data, the definition of integrity
constraints, the manipulation of data, and the provi
sion of different views for different database users.
Moreover, logic has a well-developed theory that al
lows statements to be made and proved about the
correctness of the resulting database system.
Despite these apparent attractions of logic program
ming languages, much must be done to convert a logic
programming system to a useful database system. In
particular, the following issues must be addressed.
1. A deductive database, like any other relational da
tabase, must have a well-defined scheme describ
ing its relations, the attributes of these relations,
the domains on which these attributes are
defined, and the dependencies satisfied by such
attributes. To avoid anomalies, the scheme
should be normalized, as described, for example,
by Date (1981).
2. Current logic programming systems use only nega
tion, conjunction; and possibly disjunction to
construct goals and procedure bodies. This res
triction prevents the natural expression of many
queries and integrity constraints.
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society Inc.

3. A useful database system must ensure the security
of the system (e.g. against computer failure and
unauthorized access), and the integrity of the sys
tem based on both semantic constraints and mul
tiple access. Current logic programming systems
ignore this problem.
4. Current logic programming systems assume their
data is stored in main memory; methods must be
implemented for storing data, particularly facts,
in secondary memory.
5. Null values of different types must be represent
able and manipulable. Generally, indefinite in
formation should be representable and manipul
able.
In the remainder of this paper we describe tools
that solve some of the problems raised in 1-3 above.
In this paper we advocate the use of a version of
typed first order logic for defining data, queries, and
integrity constraints in deductive database systems.
We give examples of the proposed language and
describe its implementation. Section 2 reviews the
material in logic, Prolog, and databases required for
the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes our data
base language for expressing facts, rules, queries, and
integrity constraints. This language is essentially
typed first order logic. Section 4 describes our query
evaluation procedure. The procedure is based on the
translation of database rules and queries into Prolog.
Section 5 describes our implementation of integrity
constraints, and presents a method for simplifying in
tegrity constraint checking after database updates. In
Section 6 we present our conclusions. An extended
version of this paper is available as Topor, Keddis
and Wright (1984).
The remaining issues cited above are beyond the
scope of this report. We remark only that several log
ic programming systems, for example (Naish and
Thom, 1983), have implemented the storage of facts
on secondary storage, and that solutions to the result
ing partial match retrieval problem are understood as

tDepartment of Computer Science, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria 3052, -Manuscript received July; 1984; revised September,
1985.
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least as weir as in standard database systems.
We have chosen Prolog as the basis for our deduc
tive database system as it provides many necessary fa
cilities, has a sound theoretical basis, and is widely
available.
2. Background
In this section we review the material required for the
rest of the paper. This material is widely known and
many readers may choose to omit this section.
2.1. Typed first order logic
Logic is a means of making general statements about
objects and reasoning from these statements. The
statements are expressed in a (first order) language as
defined below. We differ from the normal presenta
tion by using a typed (or many-sorted) logic. By this
we mean that each constant and variable has a type t,
each function has a type t1x...xt„~t, and each
predicate has a type t,x...xt„. Terms, atoms, and
formulas (as defined below) are all correctly typed in
the natural way.
A term is a constant (e.g. a), a variable (e.g. x), or
has the form f(tx,...,tn) where / is a function and
each ti is a term (e.g. /(l,g(2,x))). Terms denote ob
jects.
An atom has the form p(t x,..., tn) where p is a
predicate and each tt is a term (e.g. p(l,f(2)j). Atoms
denote simple statements about objects.
A formula either is an atom or has the form:
1. vx/r W (for all x of type r, IP),
2. ax/tW (for some x of type r, IP),
3. IP, - W2 (if Wj then IP2),
4. IP, v W2(WX or W2),
5. W, a W2 (IP, and W2), or
6. ~ W (not IP),
where W, Wx and W2 are formulas. Variables are
bound by the quantifiers V and 3; the scope of a vari
able is defined as in block-structured programming
languages. An occurrence of a variable in a formula
is called bound if it is within the scope of a quantifier
and free otherwise. A formula is closed if it has no
free variables. If IP is a formula with free variables
x,, ...,xn of type tx, ... ,t„ we denote the universal clo
sure Vx,/t,...Vx„ /r„ W by v(IP). The existential clo
sure of a formula is defined similarly. Formulas
denote composite statements about objects.
A formula is said to be in prenex conjunctive nor
mal form if it has the form
Qxxx/Tx...QkXk/Tk((Lxxv...vLXm^ a ... a (LnXv...vLmh))
where each Q, is either V or 3 and each LXj is either an
atom A or a negated atom -A .
Informally, we say that a formula IP is a logical
consequence of a set S of formulas if W can be
proved from S.
See, for example, Enderton (1972) for more details.
2.2. Prolog
A Prolog program is a set of type-free first order log
ic formulas of the form
A — L|
164

a

... a Ln

where A is an atom and each Lt is either an atom or
the negation of an atom. The Lx may be absent. All
variables in the formula are assumed to be universally
quantified at the front of the formula.- We call such a
formula a Prolog rule. A is called the head of the
rule and Z.,a...aZ,„ is called the body of the rule.
A Prolog rule can be regarded either declarativelv A is true if Lx,..., Ln are all true - or operationally to solve A , solve all of Lx,..., Ln.
Some Prolog systems allow a component of a rule
body to have the form (Wx v W2), where Wx and W-,
are themselves rule bodies. This can be regarded as
shorthand for the atom p(xx,..., xm), where p is a
new predicate, xx,...,xm are the variables in
(IFj v W2), and the program contains the rules:
p{xx, ...,xm) - W,
p(xx, ...,xm) - W2
With this extension, the body of a Prolog rule is
called a Prolog formula.
A Prolog goal is a closed type-free first order for
mula of the form
' b j A ... A b pj

where each L(- is a literal as above. All variables in
the formula are assumed to be universally quantified
at the front of the formula. Some Prolog systems
also allow a goal to include components of the form
(IP, v W2) as above.
The evaluation of a goal requires the following con
cepts. A computation rule is a rule for selecting a
literal in a goal; the standard Prolog computation rule
is to select the first literal in the goal. A computation
rule is safe if it only selects negative literals that are
ground (i.e. contain no variables). A substitution is a
set of variable/term pairs. A substitution 8 is applied
to a formula IP by replacing all free variables of W
that occur in 8 by the corresponding term in 8. The
result is written W8. A substitution 8 such that
A 8 = B6 is called a unifier for A and B.
To evaluate a goal G0, a Prolog system implicitly
constructs the following tree and searches it for all
‘successful’ branches, using backtracking. Each node
of the tree is a goal with G0 as the root. Suppose
G — —b, a ... a bn
is a goal of the tree and the computation rule selects
the literal L, from G. Suppose Lt is an atom A.
Then, for each Prolog rule
H — M, a ... a Mp
such that A and H are unifiable, with most general
unifier (mgu) 8 say, G has a child
G ' = -(L|A...aL;_|aM] a...a Mp aL/ + , a ... aL„ )8
and the edge from G to G ' is labelled by 6.
A branch that ends in the empty goal — is said to
succeed, and the composition of the substitutions on the
branch is called a computed answer. A branch that ends
in a goal whose selected literal does not unify with the
head of any input rule is said to fail. If every branch of
the tree fails, the goal G0 is said to fail finitely. In the
presence of recursively defined predicates, branches
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985
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may be infinite.
If the selected literal Li of a goal G is a negative literal
-A , the subsidiary goal —A is evaluated. If the subsi
diary goal ~-A succeeds, then G fails. If —A fails
finitely, then G has the one child
G ' = ~~L [A... Alj_] aI; + | A... A Ln
This method of handling negative literals is called nega
tion as failure (Clark, 1978).
Evaluation is said to flounder if the tree (or one of its
subsidiary trees) contains a goal with only nonground
negative literals. In this case, evaluation neither
succeeds nor fails, and the program is considered to
have a control error.
The fundamental result of logic programming theory
is that every computed answer is, in an appropriate
sense, ‘correct’. See Sammut and Sammut (1983) and
Lloyd (1984) for examples and further explanation.
2.3. Relational databases
In the standard presentation of relational databases, a
domain is a set of values, a relation is a subset of the
Cartesian product of a list of domains, and a tuple is an
element of a relation. A database is a set of relations. A
relation may also be viewed as a table where each row is
a tuple and each column corresponds to a domain of the
Cartesian product. Each column is called an attribute.
A relation scheme has the name and the list of
attribute/domain pairs of a relation. A database
scheme is a set of relation schemes. For example, con
sider the following database scheme for a supplier-parts
database from Date (1981):
supplier (sno, sname, city)
part (pno, pname, colour, weight)
sp (sno, pno, qty)
The first relation scheme, for example, defines ‘sup
plier’ to be the name of a relation whose attribute names
are ‘sno’, ‘sname’ and ‘city’. The intended interpreta
tion of the three relations is that ‘supplier’ describes
suppliers of parts, ‘part’ describes parts, and ‘sp’
describes which supplier supplies which parts and in
which quantities. We adopt the convention that, unless
otherwise specified, attributes have the same names as
the domains on which they are defined.
An attribute (or set of attributes) of a relation such
that every tuple of the relation has a distinct value for
that attribute (or set of attributes) is called a key of the
relation. A relation may have more than one key. One
of a relation’s keys is designated its primary key; the
other keys are called secondary (or candidate) keys. The
keys of the above relations are sno, pno, and (sno, pno),
respectively.
A component of a tuple may be null if its value is
undefined or unknown. However, every database must
satisfy the Entity Integrity Rule (Date, 1981): No value
of an attribute of a primary key may be null.
More generally, an integrity constraint is a condition
that the relations of a database are required to satisfy.
For example, the above database scheme may be re
quired to satisfy the following integrity constraints:
1. Supplier SI only supplies parts in quantities of at
least 100.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

2. Supplier S2 supplies every red part.
A query is a request for all tuples of domain values
(not necessarily belonging to a database relation) that
satisfy a given condition. For example, we may ask the
following queries of the above database scheme.
1. Find the sno and sname of every supplier who sup
plies part PI.
2. Find the sno of every supplier who supplies every red
part.
At present, integrity constraints and queries must be
expressed in some formal language; we shall use essen
tially typed first order logic.
2.4. Deductive databases
A deductive database is informally a relational database
in which the tuples of some, base, relations are stored
explicitly (as facts), whereas the tuples of other, derived,
relations are stored implicitly, using general rules. For
example, given the additional relation schemes:
local__supplier (sno, sname)
major__supplier (sno)
we can define new derived relations by the general rules:
1.

Every supplier whose city is Melbourne is a local
supplier.
2. Every supplier who supplies some part in quantities
of at least 100 is a major supplier.
These new derived relations can be used in other
rules, queries, and integrity constraints in the same way
as the original base relations. In general, a derived rela
tion may be defined using both stored facts and general
rules, which may be recursive. Thus, there is no reason
to distinguish between base and derived relations, and
we shall not do so below.
The evaluation of queries and integrity constraints in
a deductive database will normally involve both the re
trieval of stored facts and the use of general rules.
See Lloyd (1983) for a more extensive introduction to
deductive databases.
3. A Deductive Database Language
In this section we shall define the language used to
describe database facts and rules, queries, and integrity
constraints in the rest of the paper. This language is,
essentially typed first order logic, and is closely related
to the domain relational calculus (Date, 1981). We call
the language TL (for Typed Logic).
Prolog itself is unsuitable as a deductive database
language for the following reasons:
;
1. It provides no way of specifying the types of the con
stants, variables, and predicates used. This means
it is impossible to provide the redundancy of type
information in database rules, queries, and integri
ty constraints.
2. It requires the user to remember the number of attri
butes of each relation and their relative position in
the relation scheme. Using attribute names in
atoms avoids this inconvenience.
3. It restricts the user to negation, conjunction, and
disjunction in database rules, queries, and integrity
constraints. This can also be quite inconvenient.
165
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For these reasons, various query languages for deduc
tive databases have been proposed and implemented in
Prolog. These include QBE (Neves et al., 1983), SQL
(Bray, 1982), and English subsets (Dahl, 1982) and War
ren and Pereira (1981).
3.1. Database definition
A (deductive) database scheme has a set of domains, a
set of relation schemes, a primary key and zero or more
secondary keys for each relation, and a set of integrity
constraints. Each attribute is defined on a specified
domain; if each attribute in a relation is defined on a
distinct domain, we shall use the domain name for the
attribute name.
We shall leave unspecified the syntax required to
define a database scheme.
Underlying TL is a typed first order language contain
ing constants, variables, and predicates. For simplicity,
we omit functions from TL, though this restriction is
not necessary. Predicates are either names of relations
defined in the database scheme, aggregate predicates
such as ‘sum’, or Prolog system predicates such as ‘in
teger’or‘=’.
A term is either a constant, a variable, or an
anonymous variable denoted “?’. Each occurrence of
“?’ denotes a distinct variable. TL has four kinds of
atoms:
1. An n-atom has the form r(a,
ak =tk), where
r is a relation name, aj is an attribute name, and tj
is a variable or constant representing the value of
attribute aj, for / < y < k.
2. Ap-atom has the form r(tu ..., tn), where r is a rela
tion name and each /, is a term representing the
value of the /th attribute of relation r. N-atoms and
p-atoms are called relational atoms.
3. An aggregate atom has the form p{t /r, W, x), where
p is one of the aggregate predicates cnt, sum, min,
max and ave, t is a variable of type r, W is a formu
la containing t as a free variable, and x is a vari
able.
(An
aggregate
atom
such
as
sum(q/qty, sp(l,?,q), t) is ‘true’ if t is the sum of
the quantities q such that sp(l,?,q) is ‘true’.)
4. A computational atom has the form p(tu...,tn)
where p is the name of a Prolog system predicate
and each t, is a variable or a constant.
A formula is defined as in typed first order logic.
Every formula must be correctly typed in the natural
way. A database rule is a closed formula of the form
A-W
where A is a relational atom and W is a formula. W
may be absent. Any variables in A and any free vari
ables in W are assumed to be universally quantified at
the front of the rule. If W is absent and the attribute
values in A are all constants, the database rule is called
a fact.
Each occurrence of “?’ in an atom in a rule body or a
query is existentially quantified immediately before the
atom; a '?’ occurring in a rule head is universally
quantified at the front of the rule.
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For example, the derived relations described in Sec
tion 2.4 are defined by the rules:
local_suppliers, n) — supplier^,.n, Melbourne)
major__supplier(s) — sp(s, ?, q) a q > 100
Note that, unlike Prolog, TL allows the body W of a
database rule to be an arbitrary formula. For example,
suppose we define a sole supplier to be a supplier s such
that, for some part p, every supplier who supplies p is s.
This derived relation is defined by the rule
sole__supplier(s) — 3p/pno Vt/sno (sp(t, p, ?) — t = s)
A (deductive) database is a finite set of database
rules. A database rule is called definite if it has the form
A *— A j a ... a An
where A , A lt ..., A„ are atoms. A database is called
definite if it consists only of definite database rules.
Definite databases are restrictive, but have useful pro
perties described below.
Although database rules are written as implications, it
is normally intended that the set of rules
r{tY,..., t„) •«- W defining a given relation r describe all
the ways in which r(tx, ...,tn) can hold. Thus, it is the
completion of a database that is of importance to users.
The completion of a database D, written comp(D), con
sists of the ‘if-and-only-if’ versions of the database
rules, a set of axioms that ensures different constants
denote distinct objects, and a set of domain closure ax
ioms that ensure the only objects of each domain are
those denoted by the constants of that domain. See
Clark (1978), Lloyd and Topor (1984), or Reiter (1983)
for the exact definition. We require that the Database
Consistency Rule hold: For every database D, comp(D)
is consistent.
Although the problem of enforcing this constraint is,
in general, recursively unsolvable, only pathological
rules such as A-----A can cause comp(2? ) to become in
consistent.
An integrity constraint is a closed formula. Any free
variables in an integrity constraint are assumed to be
universally quantified at the front of the constraint. A
database D is said to satisfy an integrity constraint W if
comp(D) is consistent and W is a logical consequence of
comp(D). Otherwise, D is said to violate W. Some typi
cal integrity constraints are shown in Figure 1.
1. Supplier SI supplies parts in quantities of at
least 100:
sp(sno = Sl,qty = x) — x>100
2. Supplier S2 supplies every red part:
part(pno = x,colour = red) —■
sp(sno = S2,pno = x)
3. A ttribute sno is a key of supplier:
supplier(x,y,z) a supplier(x,v,w) — y = v a z = w
4. There must be at least 3 suppliers of every part:
cnt(x/sno, sp(sno = x,pno = y), n) — n>3
Figure 1: Typical integrity constraints.
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3.2. Database manipulation
Any database language must provide facilities for re
trieving information from a database and for changing
the database.
A query is a formula — W, where any free variables of
W are assumed to be universally quantified at the start
of the formula. If xx,..., x„ are the free variables of W
and tv ..., rn are their types, we write such a query as
xl/rp...,x„/T„ : W

Some typical queries are shown in Figure 2.
Let xx/rp ...,xn /t„ : W be a query. An answer (sub
stitution) is a substitution for some or all of the vari
ables Xp ... ,xn.
Let D be a database and O a query — W. A correct
answer (substitution) for D and Q is an answer substitu
tion 8 such that V(W8) is a logical consequence of
comp(D). Informally, 6 is a correct answer (substitu
tion) if V(W6) can be proved from comp(D). We also
say that a tuple r(c],...., cn) belongs to the database D if
it is a logical consequence of comp(D). Even though
database rules may be recursive, because tuples can only
contain constants referred to in the database, only
finitely many tuples can belong to a database (in the ab
sence of functions).
1. Find all suppliers who supply a red part:
s/sno : 3p/pno(sp(s,p,?) a part(p,?,red,?))
2. Find all suppliers who supply every red part:
s/sno : Vp/pno (part(pno = p,colour = red)
— sp(sno = s,pno = p))
3. Find all parts and quantities supplied by suppliers
who supply a red part:
p/pno,q/qty : Vs/sno Vx/pno (sp(s,x,?) a
part(x,?,red,?) - sp(s,p,q))
4. Find all parts supplied only by suppliers whose name
is Smith or Jones:
p/pno : Vs/sno Vn/sname (sp(s,p,?) a suppliers,n,?)
— n = Smith v n - Jones)
5. Ho w many suppliers are in Sydney ?
n/integer:
cnt(s/sno, supplier(sno = s,city = Sydney), n)
6. How many parts have weight greater than the aver
age part weight?
n/integer : ave(w/weight, part(weight = w), v)
a cnt(p/pno, part(pno = p,weight = w) a v < w, n)
Figure 2: Typical queries.
The concept of a correct answer substitution gives a
declarative definition of the desired output from a query
to a database, a definition that is often omitted in stan
dard database texts. This concept is necessary for state
ments to be made and proved about the correctness of a
query evaluation process.
The database language must also provide commands
for inserting, deleting, and updating database rules.
Insertion commands accept a single database rule not al
ready in the database and insert it into the database. If
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the inserted rule is not a fact, several new tuples may
then belong to the database. Deletion commands delete
a single database rule from the database, or delete the
set of facts (of a single relation) that satisfy a given
query from the database. Again, if the deleted rule is
not a fact, several tuples may no longer belong to the
database. An update command is essentially an indivisi
ble operation that deletes one or more database rules
from the database and replaces them by one or more
new database rules. Various extensions of these com
mands are also possible.
The problem of deleting or updating a tuple that be
longs to the database but is not a fact is known as the
view update problem, and is an object of current
research. See, for example, Cosmadakis and Papadimitriou (1984).
As part of the execution of the above commands, it is
necessary to test that keys are unique, that the entity in
tegrity rule holds, and that any user-defined integrity
constraints are satisfied in the resulting database.
3.3. Discussion
The language TL offers a concise, complete, declarative
notation for expressing databases, queries and integrity
constraints. It is more uniform than QBE, less pro
cedural than SQL, and extends relational algebra and
domain relational calculus by the presence of aggregate
predicates and conditional rules.
Other deductive database languages incorporating
one or more of the above ideas are described by Minker
(1978), Neves et al. (1983), and Reiter (1978).
Deductive database systems based on first order logic
as a uniform language for expressing databases, queries
and integrity constraints have many attractive proper
ties. They provide a more expressive environment for
data modelling than relational databases; they provide a
single formalism to be used for expressing databases,
queries, integrity constraints, views and programs; and
they provide a clear separation of the declarative and
procedural concepts. In particular, they allow the de
clarative concept of a correct answer to be distinguished
from the evaluation process used to compute the
answer. Moreover, as indicated below, we can see no
inherent reason why they cannot be implemented with
efficiency comparable to that for relational databases.
4. Query Evaluation
We now commence our description of how to imple
ment such a deductive database language using a stan
dard Prolog system.
i
The database scheme is stored in a file associated with
the database. The database rules constituting the data
base are stored in one or more other files. Facts may be
stored separately for efficient retrieval. General rules
and integrity constraints should also be stored in main
memory for efficiency.
We describe the evaluation of a TL query in several
steps. In particular, we describe the implementation of
domains, the translation of n-atoms to p-atoms, the
translation of TL formulas to Prolog formulas, the
query evaluation process, the evaluation of aggregate
atoms, and finally a simplified query evaluation pro
cess.
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4.1. Domains
For each domain r, we associate a unary domain predi
cate also denoted by r. That is, a constant c belongs to
the domain t if and only if the Prolog goal —r(c)
succeeds. This proposal follows Enderton (1972) and
Reiter (1981). We distinguish between domain predi
cates and database relations.
Properties of domains, including their underlying
types, are described by integrity constraints such as
sno(x) — integer(x) a 0<x< 100
using Prolog system predicates such as ‘integer’ and
‘string’. Such constraints are checked whenever tuples
are inserted into the database to ensure that components
of the tuple belong to the appropriate domain.
In conventional database theory, a domain describes
the set of possible values a component of a tuple of a re
lation may take. It may be desirable, however, for
domain predicates to be restricted to values referred to
in the database. This makes the query evaluation pro
cess simpler and more efficient as described below.
There are two possible methods of ensuring that
domain predicates are restricted to values referred to in
the database. One is to define domain predicates by a
set of distinct explicit facts t(c). This requires the
domain predicate to be explicitly updated after each
change to the database as follows.
Before inserting any database rule containing a con
stant c as the value of an attribute with domain r, it is
necessary to insert the fact r(c) if the goal —t(c) fails,
that is if the fact t(c) does not already belong to the da
tabase.
After deleting a database rule containing a constant c
as the value of an attribute with domain r, it is desirable
to delete the fact r(c) if c is no longer referred to in the
database. One way to check this condition is to main
tain with each constant c a reference count of the
number of database rules that contain c, and to delete
t(c) when this count becomes zero. Omission of this
deletion leads to subsequent inefficiencies and possible
errors if evaluation of the goal —t(x) binds x to values
no longer referred to in the database.
The second method of defining domain predicates is
by one or more rules that define domain elements in
terms of values of attributes defined on that domain.
For example, we could define domain sno by the rule
sno(x) — supplier(x, ?,?,?)
In this case, the domain predicate is automatically up
dated whenever the relation(s) in terms of which it is
defined is updated. This method has the disadvantage
that an attempt to generate elements of a domain t by
repeatedly evaluating a goal — r(x) may generate the
same element many times.
The database administrator should decide which
method to use for each domain, based on the number of
repeated references in the database to elements of that
domain.
Whichever method is used, the implementation of
every domain predicate must satisfy the Domain Gen
eration Rule: For every domain r, repeated evaluation
of the goal —r(x) must bind x to every element of the
domain t in turn and then fail.
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This constraint ensures that the query evaluation pro
cess considers every element of the domains used in a
query, and that it never flounders.
A method for avoiding the introduction of domain
predicates completely is suggested in Section 4.6.
4.2. Translation of atoms
We translate n-atoms to corresponding p-atoms as fol
lows. Let A = r(fli=tj,... ,ak= tk) be an n-atom and let
S tsr(ax,... ,an) be the scheme for relation r. We con
struct the p-atom /•(/,,..., tn) by replacing each a- in S
by tj if the pair a • = / • occurs in A , and by ‘__’ other
wise. In other atom types, “?’ is simply replaced by its
Prolog equivalent, ‘__’.
4.3. Translation of formulas
Now, we describe an algorithm to translate a TL formu
la W into a Prolog formula constructed using negations,
conjunctions, and disjunctions only. This algorithm is
applied to formulas in rules, queries, and integrity con
straints. An alternative formulation of the algorithm is
given by Lloyd and Topor (1984).
The algorithm assumes that distinct bound variables
in the formula have distinct names; to achieve this, they
may need to be systematically renamed before or during
the translation. It also assumes that all n-atoms have
been replaced by corresponding p-atoms as described
above.
The algorithm first transforms the TL formula W
into its corresponding type-free form W* by applying
the following transformations to each subformula of W
of the form vx /r V or ax/rV:
1. Replace vx/r V by vx (t(x) — V).
2. Replace ax/r V by ax (r(x) a V).
The remainder of the algorithm has three phases, as
shown in Figure 3.

Vx W
w{ - w2
~(IF, v W2)
'(IPlA W2)
---- w

=>
=>

~3X — W
~ W, v W2
— fV j A — W2
~ W, V ~ w\
w

(a) Phase 1
W

~c/(yu-,ym)
wherey,,... ,ym are the free variables of ax W
and q is a new predicate.
Assert the new rule’: q(y \, ■■■ ,ym) - ax w
~3X

(b) Phase 2
ax W

=>

w

(c) Phase 3

Figure 3: Translation of TL formulas into Prolog formulas.
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Phase 1 consists of repeatedly applying the transfor
mations of Figure 3(a) to the formula W* and its (result
ing) subformulas until no more such transformations
are applicable. The resulting formula is constructed us
ing negations, conjunctions, disjunctions, and existen
tial quantifiers only. Only atoms and existentially
quantified formulas are negated in the resulting formu
la.
Phase 2 consists of repeatedly applying the transfor
mation of Figure 3(b) to the resulting formula and its
subformulas to eliminate negations of existentially
quantified formulas. This phase causes new predicates
and rules to be introduced into the database.
Phase 3 consists of repeatedly applying the transfor
mation of Figure 3(c) to the resulting formula and its
subformulas to eliminate existential quantifiers.
The algorithm is used to translate formulas in original
and introduced database rules into Prolog formulas,
thereby translating database rules into Prolog rules.
That is, a database rule
A - W
where W, if present, is an arbitrary formula, is replaced
by the Prolog rule
A — T\{X\) A ... A T„ (xn) A W '
where xu ..., xn are the variables of A and the free vari
ables of W, the T|,..., r„ are the domains of xt,...,x„,
and W ' is the translation of W. This replacement can
be made as each rule is inserted into the database.
Similarly, the algorithm is used to translate each
query
into the Prolog goal
- rj(x,) a ... A7„(x„)A

W'

where W ' is the translation of W.
Figure 4 shows the result of applying the translation
algorithm to the queries in Figure 2.

1. — sno(s) a pno(p) a sp(s,p,__) a part(p,__,red,__)
2. — sno(s) a = new(s) where
new(s) — pno(p) a part(p,__,red,__)
~ sp(s,p,—)
3. — pno(p) a qty(q) a =new(p,q) where
new(p,q) — sno(s) a pno(x) a sp(s,x,_) a
part(x,—,red,—) a =sp(s,p,q)

a

4. — pno(p) a = new(p) where
new(p) — sno(s) a sname(n) a sp(s,p,__)
a supplier(s,n,__) a =(n = Smith) a = (n = Jones)
5. — setof(s, suppliers, Sydney,__), x) a cnt(x,n)
6.

— bagof(w, part(__,__,__,w), b) a ave(b, v)
setof(p, part(p,__,__,w) a v < w, s) a cnt(s,n)

Figure 4: Prolog translations of queries in Figure 2.
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4.4. Aggregate predicates
In this section we describe the implementation of the ag
gregate predicates cnt, sum, min, max and ave used in
queries. An aggregate atom such as cnt(t/r, W,x) is
‘true’ wrt a database D if x is the number (average,
sum, etc.) of (distinct) terms t for which W(t) is ‘true’
wrt D. Such an atom is evaluated by translating it to the
corresponding Prolog formula:
setof (t, W, s) a cnt (s, x),
where setof (t, W,s) sets s to the list of distinct terms t
for which the goal — JV(t) succeeds, and cnt(s,x) sets x
to the number of elements in s. Evaluation of aggregate
atoms involving the other aggregate predicates is similar
except that the predicates ave and sum use the bag of
(not necessarily distinct) terms t for which —W(t)
succeeds. Alternative and more general notations for
specifying aggregate information can be implemented
equally easily.
4.5. Evaluation
To summarize: given a database D and a query Q, we
transform D and Q into a Prolog program P and goal
G by applying the transformations described in Sections
4.1-4. These transformations replace typed formulas
by type-free formulas, replace n-atoms by p-atoms, con
vert arbitrary formulas to Prolog formulas, and replace
aggregate atoms by atoms with Prolog system predi
cates. The goal G is then evaluated wrt the program P
using a Prolog system. Each answer (substitution) re
turned by the Prolog system is an answer to the query
Q. The set of all distinct answers is found by evaluating
G, backtracking after each answer is found, and remov
ing duplicate answers.
Example. The query
- Vy/pno (part(y,?,red,?) - sp(x,y,?))
is transformed into the Prolog goal
— sno(x) a = new(x)
where
new(x) — pno(y) a part(y,__,red,__) a =sp(x,y,__).
The evaluation by a Prolog system of this goal, using
backtracking, corresponds to execution of the following
natural algorithm:
for each supplier x do
for each red part y do
if x does not supply y, get next x
return x
□
/
To ensure that the answers returned by evaluating a
goal G, using the original and introduced rules, are.
correct, it is necessary to implement negation as failure
by a safe computation rule. MU-PROLOG (Naish,
1983a) uses a safe computation rule. It is also necessary
to use a computation rule which only selects an ‘aggre
gate literal’ such as setof (t, W, s) if W is ground except
for occurrences of t, and which only selects a computa
tional atom such as U = V if it is ground.
If the implementation of domains satisfies the
domain generation rule, then, for every such safe com
putation rule, the query evaluation process will never
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flounder. Moreover, if the standard Prolog computa
tion rule which always selects the leftmost literal in a
goal is used, every selected negative literal will be
ground. Thus, the query evaluation process can be im
plemented using a standard Prolog system.
It has been proved that, in the absence of aggregate
and computational atoms, this query evaluation process
always returns correct (ground) answers and that, for
definite or hierarchical databases, every correct answer
can be computed (Lloyd and Topor, 1984, 1985b).
4.6. Normal evaluation and allowed queries
The query evaluation process described above uses the
standard mathematical technique of using type predi
cates r to transform typed formulas into equivalent
type-free formulas, and then using a Prolog system as a
type-free theorem prover. A natural alternative is to ap
ply a Prolog system as a typed theorem prover to the
original formulas.
This implementation, which we call normal query
evaluation, has the advantage of avoiding the complexi
ty of introducing type (or domain) predicates as
described in Section 4.1. It also has the property that
computed answers are not necessarily ground. Again, it
can be proved that normal query evaluation always re
turns correct answers and that, for definite databases,
every correct answer (substitution) is an instance of a
normal computed answer.
Normal query evaluation, however, has the disadvan
tage that it may flounder. Since this is very undesirable
for casual users, it is important to identify a class of da
tabases and queries for which we are guaranteed that
normal query evaluation does not flounder.
This is done in Lloyd and Topor (1985b), where a da
tabase D and query Q are called allowed if they satisfy a
simple syntactic condition. This condition is one that is
often satisfied naturally, and databases and queries that
do not satisfy it can easily be transformed so that they
do. For example, the query vx/rp(x) is not allowed,
whereas the query —vx/r{q(x)—p(x)) is allowed. For
allowed databases and queries, normal query evaluation
never flounders, always returns ground answers, and, if
the database is hierarchical, every correct answer substi
tution can be normally computed.
Thus, the combination of normal query evaluation
and allowed databases and queries is an attractive alter
native to the method described above.
4.7. Related work
We know of no previous implementation of first order
logic as a query language in Prolog. Micro-PROLGG
(Clark and McCabe, 1984) implements implication in its
‘forall’ predicate, but not all the remaining features of
first order logic. Moreover, it does not use a safe com
putation rule to implement negation (and hence implica
tion), so micro-PROLOG programs can return incorrect
answers. Chat-80 (Warren and Pereira, 1981) allows
queries to be expressed in an English subset which is
translated into Prolog, but’the details of the translation
are unclear. Implementations of QBE (Neves et al.,
1983), which is a subset of first order logic, and SQL
(Bray, 1982) have been written in Prolog, but do not
provide.all the features We have described.
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Deductive databases that compile queries into pro
grams to access stored data are described by Chang
(1981) and Kellog and Travis (1981).
Optimizations based on reordering the conjuncts in a
goal depending on the number of answers to each con
junct are described by Warren and Pereira (1981) and
Naish (1983b). Such optimizations based on reordering
can greatly improve the efficiency of query evaluation.
Optimization techniques for relational database systems
are surveyed by Jarke and Koch (1984), and optimiza
tion techniques for deductive database systems are
described by Ullman (1985).
5. Integrity Constraints
The standard method for determining whether a data
base D satisfies or violates an integrity constraint W is
by evaluating the query — W wrt D. If the query
succeeds, then we know that D satisfies W; otherwise, if
the query fails finitely, we know that-D violates W.
Checking every integrity constraint in this way after
each change to the database can be prohibitively expen
sive. We present a more efficient approach that only re
quires the checking of integrity constraints that could
possibly fail as a result of the change and that often
reduces the work involved in checking the constraint.
This proposal is a generalization to deductive databases
of a method described by Nicolas (1982), discovered
during revision of the current paper, for relational data
bases.
For simplicity, we assume that each integrity con
straint W is in prenex conjunctive normal form. This
assumption does not lead to any loss of generality as
every formula can be put into this form. If a negative
literal -A appears in some conjunct of W, we say that
A is a negated atom in W. If a positive literal A appears
in W, we say that A is an atom in W.
We start by reviewing the method for relational data
bases.
5.1. Integrity constraints in relational databases
In this section, we assume that the database D is rela
tional, i.e. that all database rules are facts. Let W =
vxx/rx...vxn /rn W ' be an integrity constraint in prenex
conjunctive normal form. We suppose that D satisfies
an integrity constraint W. In this case, W can only be
violated by the insertion (deletion) of an instance of a
negated atom (atom) in W. For example, constraint 2
of Figure 1,
part(pno = x,colour = red) — sp(sno = S2,pno = x)
which can be written in prenex conjunctive normal form
as
Vx/pno (=part(pno = x,colour = red) v
‘
sp(sno = S2,pno = x))
can only be violated by the insertion of a part tuple or,
by the deletion of an sp tuple. We can.check whether W
is violated after a change to the database as follows.
To insert a fact A into a database D:
Let D ' = D U {A }. Let © =. { 6 : 0 is the restriction
to xx,, x„ of a mgu of a negated atom-in W and
A }. If the query — V(JV '8) succeeds wrt Z?
for all
6eQ, then.i? ' satisfies W; otherwise, D ' violates IF. The-Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November-1985
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Similarly, to delete a fact A from a database D ':
Let D — D ' \ {A }. Let 'k = { \j/: ip is the restriction
to xt, ...,xn of an mgu of an atom in W and A }. If
the query —V(W '^succeeds wrt D, for all
then
D satisfies W; otherwise, D violates W.
To check whether W remains satisfied after a transac
tion consisting of a sequence of deletions followed by a
sequence of insertions, it suffices to combine the above
two methods.
Nicolas (1982) suggests various optimizations that can
be applied, and refers to implementations of the
method.
As the substitutions in 9 and 'fr restrict the free vari
ables in W, the queries — v(fV '6) and — v(J¥ '$) are gen
erally simpler to evaluate than W itself. The extent to
which this is true in typical cases determines the value of
the proposal.
Several special types of integrity constraints are worth
examining separately:
1. Primary key constraints (Entity integrity rule): For
each attribute a in the primary key of relation r, the
constraint
r(a ~x) — x 4= null
must be satisfied.
2. Domain constraints: For each attribute a of relation
r defined on domain t, the constraint
r(a =x) — t(x) v x =null
must be satisfied. Each of these two constraint
types can be checked by the general method
described above, but it is easy to construct more
efficient methods.
3. Key constraints: As indicated above, that a set of at
tributes of a relation form a key can be specified
and checked like other integrity constraints. It is
possible, however, to check that a key of a relation
has distinct values before a new fact is added or an
existing fact updated as follows.
To insert a fact A into a database D:
Let D ' = D U {A }. Suppose A is
r(al=cl,...,an =c„,an+ i=c„+l,...) and rela
tion r has a key (ai,...,a„). If the query
—r(al = cl,...,an=cn) succeeds, then D'
violates the key constraint for r; otherwise D '
satisfies the constraint.
Whether keys remain unique after updating a fact
can be checked similarly.
Suggestions for recovering fronrintegrity constraint vio
lations are given by Nicolas and Yazdanian (1978); possi
ble actions include undoing and rejecting the transac
tion, adding or deleting facts, or modifying the integrity
constraint. We do not discuss this topic further here.
5.2. Integrity constraints in deductive databases
The implementation of integrity constraints described
above assumes that inserting, deleting, or updating a tu
ple of a relation does not change other relations. This is
not true in the presence of rules. For example, insertion
of a supplier tuple may cause the insertion of a
local_supplier tuple. Thus, changes to one relation may
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

violate integrity constraints that only refer to other rela
tions. Coping with this problem in general appears to be
difficult, so we initially restrict ourselves to definite da
tabases.
Let C be a definite database clause, D a definite data
base, and D ' — D U {C}. Suppose we are inserting C
into D, or deleting C from D '. We construct a set
atomD c recursively as follows:
1. atom$ c = {A :A — A { a ... a Am is C }
2. atom£)j} = {Ad:A—Als...r.Am&D',
B E atomf) c ;
6 is the mgu of some A, and B }
3. atomD c = \J n^atomf, c
The set atomD c contains the atoms which are ‘true’
wrt D ' but not wrt D and hence captures the difference
between comp(D) and comp(D ')• For example, if D is a
relational database, we have that atomD c is {C}, which
precisely captures the difference between comp(D) and
comp(D ')■
Example. Let D be the database:
ancestor(x.y) — parent(x,z), ancestor(z,y)
ancestor(x,y) — parent(x,y)
parent(x,y) — mother(x,y)
parent(x,y) — father(x,y)
together with facts for the predicates mother and father.
Let C be the database rule
mother(mary, bill) ■—
and let D ' = D U {C}. Then we obtain atomD c is
{mother(mary, bill), parent(mary, bill), ancestor(x, y)}.

□
Despite the fact that atomD c is defined in terms of an
infinite union, it is normally a finite set, and can be com
puted in finite time. The key observation is that its
evaluation can be terminated if every atom in atomf)^ is
an instance of an atom in atomc for some k <n. Note
also that this computation only involves the general rules
in D and not the facts in D. This is important because,
even for large deductive databases, the number of gen
eral rules is likely to be very much smaller than the
number of facts.
We can now generalize the method of the previous sec
tion to allow for the insertion or deletion of an arbitrary
database rule in a deductive database as follows. We
suppose the initial database satisfies the integrity con
straint W.
1
To insert a database rule C into a database D :
Let D ' = D U {C}. Let 9 = { d : 6 is the restriction
to Xj,..., xn of an mgu of a negated atom in W and an
atom in atomD c }. If the query — V{W ’6) succeeds
wrt D ' , for all 0e0, then D ' satisfies W; otherwise,
D ' violates W.
To delete a database rule C from a database D ':
Let D = D ' \ {C}. Let T = { ip : %[/ is the restriction to
xlt -...,xn of an mgu of an atom in W and an atom in
atomD C }. If the query — V(fL ' \p) succeeds wrt D, for
all
then D satisfies W; otherwise, D violates W.
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To check whether W remains satisfied after a transac
tion consisting of a sequence of deletions followed by a
sequence of insertions, it again suffices to combine the
above two methods.
The correctness of this method has been proved by
Lloyd and Topor (1985a). It is clear that checking that a
database satisfies its integrity constraints after a change
can be very expensive. The reason is that, in the presence
of rules, relations other than those directly affected by
the change can be changed. We conjecture that no
method for enforcing integrity constraints can do
significantly less work than the one described.
We briefly consider the extension of this method to ar
bitrary deductive databases. In this case, we can suppose
that each database rule has the form
A - L,

a... aL„

where A is an atom and each L,- is a literal, for !</</?.
The addition of a database rule C to a database D may
now cause some new tuples to belong to D '= D U {C}
and other tuples that belonged to D not to belong to D '.
The latter occurs if a negative literal ~A , in a rule body,
which is ‘true’ wrt D is ‘false’ wrt D '. Thus, we must
now construct two sets corresponding to atomD C: one
containing the atoms which are ‘true’ wrt D ' but not wrt
D, and the other containing the atoms which are ‘true’
wrt D but not wrt D '. These sets can be constructed
similarly to atomD C but using mutual recursion. The
operations required for insertion or deletion of a data
base rule must then be modified appropriately to use
both sets in computing 9 and 'k.
5.3. Related work
Nicolas (1982) described a simplification method for rela
tional databases that is generalized to deductive data
bases in Lloyd and Topor (1985a) and the current paper.
Nicolas and Yazdanian (1978) present an alternative
method for checking static constraints, describe how to
specify and enforce transition constraints, and discuss
possible actions to take on constraint violation. Reiter
(1981, 1984) discusses the enforcement of type con
straints and proves various theoretical results about other
static constraints. Williams et ai. (1983) describe an im
plementation of static constraints in QBE, but no
simplification method is given. A proposal for imple
menting transition constraints is given in Topor et al.
(1984). Other recent work on integrity constraints is re
ported in Gallaire et al. (1984a).
6. Conclusions
We have described a deductive database language based
on typed first order logic, and compared it with other da
tabase languages. We have presented algorithms for
evaluating queries and checking integrity constraints ex
pressed in this language. We have discussed the advan
tages of the use of logic as a uniform language for ex
pressing data, queries, integrity constraints, views and
programs in deductive database systems.
The implementation of such a deductive database sys
tem can be performed using any Prolog system. Togeth
er with tools for storing base relations in secondary
memory (Naish and Thom, 1983) they could form the
basis of a practical deductive database system.
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An initial implementation of some of these ideas was
completed by the second and third authors in 1983, and is
reported in their unpublished Honours reports. A more
complete implementation containing an interface to the
partial match retrieval system of Naish and Thom (1983)
is now under way at the University of Melbourne. We
postpone reporting on the results of this implementation
until more progress has been made.
The theoretical justification of the methods described
here is presented by Lloyd and Topor (1984, 1985a,
1985b).
Several important problems remain unsolved, howev
er:
1. Completeness: What is the largest recursive class of
databases such that the evaluation of all queries with
a finite number of answers terminates having found
all correct answers?
2. Consistency. What is the largest recursive class of da
tabases D such that comp(D) is consistent. Known
conditions under which comp(D) is consistent are
that D is definite or hierarchical.
3. Normalization: How can we ensure that relations
defined by rules A —W have unique keys and other
desirable normalization properties?
4. View updates: How can tuples that belong to the da
tabase but are not facts be deleted or updated?
5. Transition constraints: How can transition con
straints be expressed and enforced in the above
framework?
6. Optimization: How can the evaluation of goals be op
timized using information such as the number of
answers to each conjunct of the goal? In the pres
ence of rules, how can the number of such answers
be determined?
The solution of these problems is an object of continu
ing research.
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UCL: A User-Friendly Conceptual
Language
S.Tehrani and G.M.Nijssenf
A User-friendly Conceptual Language (UCL) and translator based on the conceptual information
model NIAM have been developed at the Department of Computer Science of the University of
Queensland, Australia. This system takes advantage of the linguistic conceptual information
embedded in the conceptual schema in interpreting the user’s queries. The structure of UCL is
described and the salient features of this language are outlined with a set of queries.
Keywords and Phrases: conceptual schema, query language, natural language
CR Categories: H.2.3, H.2.4

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of a ‘friendly’ query and update language for
an information system is twofold. The user who fre
quently uses the database and is familiar with its con
tents requires a language for interaction with the data
base which is concise yet powerful, and flexible
enough to perform the operations required. On the
other hand, there is the user who is not fully conver
sant with the database, or with any highly-structured,
formal language for communicating with the comput
er. Such a user requires a query language primarily to
be as natural as possible, in the sense of being close to
his own conversational language. These two goals
emerge when the different types of users of a database
are considered.
UCL (a User-friendly Conceptual Language) is a
friendly and powerful language based on the NIAM
conceptual information model (see section 2). The
UCL language, through its flexible syntactic structure
and rich vocabulary, provides the end-users with a na
tural and easy to learn tool for stating their require
ments; on the other hand, .it provides a set of attrac
tive and powerful features enabling the frequent users
of the database to specify their requests in a precise
and yet natural manner.
To make the language as powerful as possible in a
given application, the conceptual schema for the ap
plication is used as a source of information on the
types of facts stored in the database. Among the other
query languages taking a rather similar approach,
RIDL (Meersman, 1982), FORAL (Senko, 1976), ER
ROL (Markomitz, Victor and Yoav Raz, 1983), GORDAS (Elmasri and Wiederhold, 1981), and CSL (Falkenberg, Breutman and Maurer, 1979) can be men
tioned. The UCL system utilises the semantic infor-

stored in the conceptual schema in resolving ambi
guities, especially with implicit information in facts
connecting entities and their label conventions (see
Section 4). The fact-based conceptual schema
expresses precisely the constraints and rules which can
be formalised, on the user’s Universe of Discourse
(UoD), and so gives the most ‘complete’ view of the
structure of the information being stored.
The features of the NIAM conceptual information
model are explained in Section 2. The components of
the UCL system are described in Section 3. Section 4
presents some of the major characteristics of the UCL
language. Finally, conclusions and possible extensions
to the language are described in section 5.
tyn

2. THE NIAM CONCEPTUAL INFORMATION
MODEL
Facts and rules about a universe of discourse can be
modelled in a conceptual schema in many ways
(Griethuysen et al., 1982). NIAM (Nijssen’s Informa
tion Analysis Method) is a fact based conceptual in
formation model (Nijssen, 1985; Verheijen and Van
Bekkum, 1982), to represent the information about
the world. The basic paradigm of NIAM is that the
contents of a database consists of a set of (deepstructure) elementary facts. The basic constituents of
a NIAM conceptual schema are fact types, entity
types, entity subtypes, label types and constraints.
An entity type is the ‘kind of things’ involved in a
fact (e.g. ‘president’, and ‘hobby’). Occurrences of
entity types exist only through their properties (i.e.
facts or sentences) which link them to other oc
currences of entity or label types. As one eventually
wants to reference and identify individual occurrences
of entity types, we need the concept of ‘self referenc
ing’ or label types (e.g. ‘name’, ‘admin-number’). By
using label types, one is able to use naming conven
tions to uniquely refer to individual entity oc
currences. In the graphical representation of a NIAM
conceptual schema, entity types are represented by cir
cles or ellipses and label types are shown by dotted

Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
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circles or ellipses (see Figure 1).
The logical associations among the entity and label
types can be of two types viz. elementary fact type
and elementary reference type. An elementary fact
type represents an association between two or more
entity types. An elementary reference type, on the
other hand, represents the association between an en
tity and a label type (from here on we will always
mean elementary fact type or reference type when us
ing ‘fact type’ or ‘reference type’). A fact type is
called binary (n-ary) if it is associated with two (n) en
tity or label types ; all reference types are binary. The
involvement of an entity or label type in a fact type is
represented by a verb in the fact type indicating the
role played by the entity or label in the fact type. A
binary fact type has two verbs and a n-ary fact type
has n verbs. For a binary fact type, each verb is the
co-verb of the other. In a graphical representation of
a NIAM conceptual schema, fact and reference types
are represented by concatenation of the ‘verb or role
boxes’ of the entity or label types involved (see Figure

type. For example, in Figure 4, two concatenated oc
currences of the verbs V(SPM), V(PRM) respectively
determine at most one occurrence of ‘MARRIAGE’.
Such a constraint is also referred to as a uniqueness
constraint. It is represented by an u-labelled arc con
necting the determining verbs. Note that the ‘co
verbs’ of the verbs involved in a uniqueness constraint
must uniquely identify the fact type they belong to.
Figure 4 represents three fact types and four entity
types; three entity types have a 1:1 reference type with
a label type, the entity MARRIAGE has as label type
the concatenation of the label types of PRESIDENT
and SPOUSE.
A mandatory fact can be defined on a verb V where
V refers to an entity type F. It specifies that every oc
currence of F is involved in at least one occurrence of
the verb V. An example of a mandatory fact is
V(MSP) at ‘MARRIAGE’ in Figure 4. A mandatory
fact is represented by a dot on the connection of the
set of verbs and the entity type involved in the fact
type.

2).
Spouse
(name)

ENTITY TYPE

LABEL TYPE

Figure 1. Graphical Representation
of an Entity and Label Type in NIAM
President

Marriage

^(name)_^

^ear-sep.

Figure 4. A Flat Structure
Figure 2. A Fact Type in NIAM
Marriage
President

Spouse
Jname^

Figure 3. A 1:1 Reference Type

The integrity conditions among the population
corresponding to fact types are called constraints.
There are two constraints of NIAM that are of in
terest for our purpose here.
If each occurrence of a fact type is determined by
the contents of a subset of its verbs (roles) within the
same fact type, then these verbs are said to uniquely
identify the fact type. This type of constraint is called.
a uniqueness constraint. It is represented by a double
arrow straight line over the verbs involved in the con
straint. The notation (Y) at entity X is a short hand
for ‘each entity instance X has exactly one label in
stance of Y’ (see Figure 3).
Every elementary fact type has at least one unique
ness constraint which involves at least n-1 verbs where
n is the number of verbs in it. (This condition is
often referred to as the ‘irreducibility’ property of
fact types).
Similarly, it may be the case that two or more verbs
each in different fact types act as label for an entity
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

(year-rep)

Figure 5. A Nested Structure

Nested entity types can be built by treating a fact
type as an entity type in another fact type (referred to
as Nominalisation in linguistics). A nested .entity type
(and its associated fact types) can be transformed ac
cording to well-specified transformation rules into an
equivalent ‘flat’ structure. Figure 5 illustrates how
nesting is represented in a NIAM conceptual schema
diagram. The two conceptual schemas of Figure 4
and Figure 5 are semantically equivalent. Figure 4
represents the flat structure of Figure 5.
Derived information may be introduced for nested
entity types and n-ary fact types in a conceptual sche
ma. This derived information (virtual fact type) al
lows the users of a conceptual schema to retrieve facts
from a nested entity type and a n-ary fact type. In
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the case of a nested entity type, the derived informa
tion is introduced between each entity type of the verb
involved in the nested fact type and the nested entity
type (see Figure 6), whereas for n-ary fact types, the
derived information is introduced between the entity
types of the fact type (see Figure 7).
Person
Marriage’
| name)
Marriage

President

Figure 6. A Nested Entity Type with Derived Information
(Year)
El ection
.Candidature*

Candidature^

(a) Syntactic Analysis
In this stage, the query is validated with respect to
syntax. This syntactical analysis is performed by the
Parser using a set of pre-defined rules and regula
tions, referred to as the syntax grammar of the UCL
language. The UCL parser differs slightly from those
of formal programming languages and traditional
query languages in that it takes advantage of a con
ceptual schema and carries out simple semantic
analysis too. This uncommon method of combining
syntax and basic semantic verification is an attractive
feature of the UCL language and enables detection of
semantically incorrect queries at an early stage. To il
lustrate this, let us assume that the UCL language
provides a very basic retrieval request which has the
following syntax:
LIST [< Prefix >][{< Path

AND] < Path > String

where < Prefix > is ‘THE’ and a <Path> is defined as
‘String String’.
Considering this syntax, a query (based on the
Presidential conceptual schema) such as:
List the name of presidents.
is a valid request. However a meaningless query like:
List the Nixon of presidents.

Candidature

Candidature*

Figure 7. A Ternary Fact with Derived Information

All derived information are binary fact types, and are
denoted by broken rectangular boxes. The name of
the derived information is always succeeded by an as
terisk, and is the same as the name of the nested enti
ty or the «-ary fact type which it belongs-to.
The concept of a subtype allows one to build com
plex hierarchies (in fact they are plexes) of entity type
classifications. An entity type X, which is an entity
subtype of another entity type Y, inherits all the pro
perties (verbs) of Y (e.g. ‘PRESIDENT’ is a subtype
of ‘PERSON’ in Figure 6). In addition, an entity
subtype will have additional properties of its own.
Thus, the set of all occurrences of an entity subtype is
a subset of the set of all occurrences of its entity su
pertype.
In the March 1976 issue of Computing Surveys, Fry
and Sibley presented the Presidential database that
contains information about the presidents of the Unit
ed States. Figure 8 is a NIAM conceptual schema
describing an extension of that database (the
corresponding verb names can be found in the Appen
dix 1). All the example queries presented in this paper
are based on this conceptual schema.
3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE UCL SYSTEM
The major components of the UCL system are sum
marised in Figure 9. The processing of a query in the
UCL system involves four stages :
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still conforms to the above syntax. The UCL parser by
consulting the conceptual schema can recognise this
type of semantic incorrectness at this early stage. This
method of combining syntax with basic semantic
analysis enhances the performance of the system with
the consequence of being more user-friendly.
(b) Semantic Analysis
The system initiates this stage, if the query has satisfied
the syntactic specification of the language (i.e. (a)
above). This stage, as the name implies, is mainly con
cerned with the meaning (semantics) of the queries.
This verification stage is carried out by the Analyser.
Just like the parser, the analyser should also have access
to a set of rules defining the permissible states of
queries; however, the rules associated with the analyser,
unlike the syntax grammar, are defined in terms of the
components of the conceptual schema (i.e. label refer
ence, fact and entity types and also verb names and con
straints). This characteristic, we believe, will greatly as
sist the users, particularly those with little or no comput
ing experience, in arriving at the correct formulation of
their requests. The pre-defined rules associated with the
analyser are appropriately referred to as the Useroriented grammar.
As an example, the user-oriented grammar associated
with a simple retrieval request in UCL is as follows:
LIST <Prefix> [ { <Path>

AND] <Path> Entity type

where a < Prefix > is as defined above, and a <Path>
is defined as ‘Entity/Label type Verb-name’.
By considering this grammar, both the following
queries are correct:
List the name of presidents.
List the name of hobbies.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985
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Figure 8. The Presidential Conceptual Schema

A closer analysis of the second of these queries reveals
that it is semantically incorrect, as there does not exist a
path between the label type ‘name’ and the entity type
‘hobby’ (see Figure 8). The analyser by consulting the
conceptual schema recognises this inconsistency and
takes the necessary steps. Therefore, the analyser has
the capability (and duty) to verify that there does indeed
exist a path between the entity and the label types men
tioned in the query; whereas the semantic analysis capa
bility of the parser is limited to distinguishing between
those strings representing an instance of an entity type
and those which have some other semantic value.
(c) Semantic Tree Generation
A query that has been semantically validated (and possi
bly expanded to a more formal expression, see Section
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol.17, No. 4, November 1985

4), is then presented in form of a tree. This tree reflects
the semantics of the query in a non-linear fashion and is
appropriately referred to as a semantic tree.
(d) Translation Stage
The nodes of the semantic tree (which in fact contains
segments of the user’s query) is traversed by the Trans
lator (using the mapping information), whose duty is to
generate a preliminary string expressed in SQL (Date,
1981; Nijssen and Falkenberg, 1984). This preliminary
string, where possible, is optimised to eliminate un
necessary joins (Prabhakaran, 1984). The optimised
SQL query can then be passed to the SQL DBMS and
the result returned to the user. The translation of a
fact-based language (i.e. UCL) to a table-based
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l_______________________________________ -J
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Figure 9. The Structure of the UCL System

language (i.e. SQL), we believe is the most efficient way
to implement fifth generation languages. (The descrip
tion of the methods involved in producing the semantic
tree and hence the actual SQL code is beyond the scope
of this paper; however, a detailed description of these
two modules of the UCL system can be found in
Tehrani (1985) and Prabhakaran (1984)).
4. RETRIEVING THE PROPERTIES OF ENTITY
TYPES
In this section we provide a few examples to illustrate
some of the features of the UCL language and also its
degree of naturalness.
A prime objective of any information system is to in
form the users of the latest state of the database. An at
tractive option of UCL is that a more formal representa
tion of the user’s query, as well as its SQL representa
tion can be printed (echoed) on the user’s terminal prior
to accessing the SQL DBMS. This enables users (espe
cially those with some knowledge of SQL) to verify that
the query has been correctly interpreted by the UCL sys
tem.
The following examples demonstrate some of the
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capabilities of the UCL language and also indicate its
degree of naturalness. To enable a study of the
behaviour of the analyser, we assume that the echo op
tion is enabled. Also for clarity, the user’s query is ex
pressed in italic, its UCL presentation is in bold letters,
the echoed version of the query is shown in CAPITAL
letters and the SQL presentation is expressed using
Univers. The echoed version of the query may contain
certain words which were absent from the user’s query,
and therefore were deduced by the analyser. For clarity
these words are enclosed in square brackets. The reader
is reminded that all these queries are based on the
Presidential conceptual schema of Figure 8. Also the
tables of this conceptual schema can be found in Appen
dix 2. It should also be pointed out that these queries
have actually been tested on the UCL system.
The user can view the instances of label categories
(which refer to entity instances) in the information sys
tem by means of a retrieval request. The objective of a
retrieval request may be to allow users to view the whole
population of an entity type, for example:
Example I
show the name of all the presidents.
List the presidents.
LIST THE [NAME] [OF] PRESIDENTS.
SELECT pres-name FROM president
Alternatively, the objective of a retrieval request may
be to allow users to view the properties belonging to a
subset of an entity type:
Example 2
Which presidents were born in Washington and were
member of the Republican party?
Which presidents were born in Washington and were
member of the Republican party ?
LIST THE [NAME] [OF] (PRESIDENTS BORN IN
STATE = WASHINGTON AND [PRESIDENTS]
MEMBER OF PARTY = REPUBLICAN).
SELECT pres-name FROM president WHERE (state-born = 'Washington' and party = 'Republican')
Example 3
List the name, birth date and parties of those presidents
who were inaugurated after the year of president
Reagan’s first marriage.
Show the names, year which is birth year of and parties
having as member the presidents who inaugurated in
year more than the minimum year of marriage of
president Reagan.
LIST THE NAMES [OF], YEAR BIRTH YEAR OF
AND
PARTIES
HAVING
AS
MEMBER
PRESIDENTS INAUGURATED IN YEAR >
MINIMUM YEAR OF MARRIAGE OF PRESIDENT
= REAGAN.
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SELECT pres-name, birth-yr, party FROM president WHERE pres-name in (SELECT pres-name FROM inauguration WHERE inaug-year > (SELECT min(marr-year) FROM marriage WHERE pres-name = 'Reagan'))
Example 4
Which presidents (in ascending order), got married in
the same year as they were inaugurated ?
List the presidents who entered into a marriage which
took place in the year same as the year which was inaug
year of the same president, sorted in ascending names of
presidents.
LIST THE [NAME] [OF] PRESIDENTS ENTERED
INTO MARRIAGE TOOK PLACE IN YEAR =
YEAR INAUG YEAR OF SAME PRESIDENT,
SORTED
IN
ASCENDING
NAMES
OF
PRESIDENTS.
SELECT pres-name FROM marriage WHERE marr-year = any (SELECT inaug-year FROM inauguration WHERE inauguration.pres-name = marriage.pres-name) ORDER BY pres-name asc

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper we have described the structure and some
of the features of UCL, a User-friendly Conceptual
Language.
The UCL system shows the extent that the physical
and the conceptual levels can be separated, without
affecting the power of the language. This in turn would
enable users to be concerned with only the conceptual
schema, at the time of expressing their requests. The
UCL language has a clarification capability (not shown
in section 4), that is achieved purely by taking advantage
of the knowledge present in the conceptual schema.
This capability, together with other features of the
language, provides users with a powerful, yet natural
tool for extracting information from a database.
We would like to point out that both syntactic and the
semantic phases of major features of UCL have been
successfully implemented and tested. The implementa
tion of mapping the UCL to SQL query has also been
completed. However, it should be pointed out that the
mapping process requires further research in order to
generate more optimised SQL code.
To further enhance the power and naturalness of the
UCL language, future research should include introduc
ing features such as arithmetic operations, adjectives,
allowing synonym entity type names, synonym label
type names and synonym verb-names and allowing users
to dynamically alter the segments of their request prior
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

to the execution stage, if they find that their query has
been misinterpreted by the UCL system.
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Appendix 1
Verb-namesfor the Presidential conceptual schema
R21: member-of
R1
of
R22: having-as-member
R2
with
gained
R3
R23: died-at
R24: death-age-of
won
R4
won-by
R5
R25: born-in
R26: birth-state-of
from
R6
R7
begot
R27: born-in
R28: birth-year-of
spouse-of
R8
with-spouse
R9
R29: took-place-in
R30: of
RIO: of
Rll: having
R31: inaugurated-in
R32: of
R12: president’s
R33: of
R13: of-president-at
R34: held-in
R14: spouse’s
R35: of
R15: of-spouse-at
R36: welcomed
R16: served-by
R37: entered-the-USA-in
R17: served
R38: entered-union-in
R18: served-as-vp-to
R39: of-entrance-of
R19: in
R20: headed-by
R40: with
R41: of
Derived Information
D13: head-of
participated-in
D1
D14: headed-by
D2
participated-by
D15: worked-as-vp-for
resulted
D3
D16: having-as-vp
D4
scored-in
D17: inaugurated-in
received
D5
D18: inaugurated-by
D6
received-by
D19: inaugurated-in
having-as-spouse
D7
D20: inaug-year-of
spouse-in
D8
D21: inaugurated-in
D9
of
D22: inaug-year-of
DIO: entered-into
Dll: vp-of
D12: having-as-vp

Appendix 2
Tablesfor the Presidential Schema
Key attributes are shown in bold.
Optional attirbutes are shown in italics.
President
pres-name

birth-yr

____ .
_____
yrs-serv death-age party

state-born

Election
year winner
State
state-name

admin-nr

Pres-Hobby
pres-name

hobby

Marriage
pres-name

spouse-name

Candidature
candidate year

union-year

marr-year

pr-age

sp-age

nr-of-chitdren

votes

Administration
admin-yr pres-name

vp-name

Inauguration
admin-nr inaug-year

pres-name
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Use of Superimposed Code Words
for Partial Match Data Retrieval
R.M. Colombf
Superimposed coding is examined as a practical method of partial match data retrieval. Its
computation cost and performance under differing information content of search keys is compared
with multi-level indexing and hashing techniques. The conclusion is that the small size of index
makes it superior for up to about 10,000 records, and that when augmented with a hashing scheme,
it is comparable to multi-level indexing for up to 100,000 records. In addition, the small size of the
index makes it practical in many cases to index a disk based file from entirely within memory.
Keywords and Phrases: Superimposed coding, information retrieval, partial match, hashing.
CR Categories: H.3.1

Introduction
Partial match data retrieval is the problem of finding
all records in a file matching constraints on several
attributes, none of which is a primary key.
Superimposed coding, a technique based on linear
search of a highly compressed version of a file, has
been proposed as a method of implementing file ac
cess for this type of retrieval, most forcefully in
Roberts (1979). A history of the technique, which
first appeared with the introduction of edge-notched
cards for information retrieval, and other references
can be found in Knuth (1973). It is particularly at
tractive as it is compact, simple, and uses a highly
regular set of primitive Boolean operations for its
processing. As a result of this simplicity, special
purpose hardware can be used to increase perfor
mance, (e.g. Ahuja and Roberts, 1980).
This paper is part of a research project to develop
an implementation of the programming language
Prolog (Sammut and Sammut, 1983) suitable for
large deductive data base applications.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the pro
cessing economics of superimposed coding. Roberts
(1979) compares superimposed coding with a sequen
tial scan of the file, which is not necessarily a realis
tic method of access. In the present work, superim
posed coding is compared with two other methods:
1.
2.

Multilevel indexing of the B-tree type, (Knuth,
1973) which is the standard method of data base
indexing and provides a convenient benchmark.
Hashing with descriptors (Ramamohanarao et
al., 1983) which, although not widely known,
has been used for a Prolog data base implemen
tation (Naish and Thom, 1983) and thus ad-
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dresses a similar problem to the research of
which this paper is part. The hashing technique
also contains elements which can make the su
perimposed coding method more effective.
Processing time comparisons are expressed in
terms of disk accesses. The disk hardware and
operating system are assumed to be tuned to a
database-type processing environment on a fairly
powerful processor: the results assume that it is pos
sible to deliver 10k bytes from the disk in one revo
lution. Under these conditions, the time taken to
deliver a 2k byte block from the disk to an applica
tions program is not markedly less than the time tak
en to deliver a 10k byte block. They also assume
that the time taken to -search a 10k byte block is
small compared with the time needed to retrieve it
from the disk.
Partial Match Retrieval
Partial match retrieval is finding the records in a file
which have attributes meeting certain constraints.
For example, find all records involving sale of a
Mazda 323SD, canyon brown colour, with automatic
transmission, sold at Liverpool Mazda in January
1984. In this example, all the constraints are equali
ty constraints. Other kinds of constraints are possi
ble: trade-in less than $500 is a simple inequality.
In general, a partial match retrieval can be made
with (possibly more than one) exhaustive search of
the file. However, most of the research in the field
is concerned with much faster methods of retrieval
based on queries which only have equality con
straints. The techniques examined by this paper are
of this kind. A working system would decompose
constraints of the form a or b into several searches,
and would apply other kinds of constraints by ex
haustive search of the set of records retrieved on
equality constraints.
False Drops
All of the techniques examined involve searching
more or less compressed versions of the file. A set
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of records matching the constraints is assembled be
fore searching the main file. It sometimes happens
that a record indicated in the compressed version of
the file as a match is, in fact, not a match. The
offending record is called a ‘false drop’. The oppo
site problem, where a record actually matching the
constraints is missed, is guaranteed not to happen in
any of the techniques examined.
One source of false drops, which can occur in any
of the methods, is aliasing: two different values are
encoded the same. Note that B-trees can have alias
ing if, for example, a truncated key is used.
Discriminative Power of Attributes
In the example above, the boolean attribute ‘with au
tomatic transmission’ contains at most one bit of in
formation. In the absence of any statistics, one
would expect half the file to match this constraint.
The attributes ‘model’ and ‘colour’ would each have
perhaps 20 to 30 possible values, so contain five bits
of information at most. The month sold might have
six bits if five years’ sales history is kept, and the
dealer might have eight bits if the file is national in
Australia.
If the attributes are independent, the information
in this type of constraint adds, so the example con
straint contains perhaps 24 bits. This constraint
could therefore match only a few records, or none,
in a file of 224 = 16 million records. In fact, a five
year sales history file for Mazda in Australia would
have perhaps 160,000 records. There is therefore a
99% chance that a randomly generated query like the
example would have no matches at all.
The example could, however, be quite a reasonable
query. Someone' might know that a car of that
description was sold, and want to know to whom.
In fact, a single attribute could be similarly over
determining. A metropolitan telephone number con
tains about 23 bits, and a surname field probably
more than 50.
Definition
An attribute will be considered ‘strongly discriminat
ing’ (with respect to a file) if the number of bits
needed to encode the attribute is comparable to or
greater than the number of bits needed to address a
record in the file, and ‘weakly discriminating’ if the
number of bits needed to encode the attribute is
much less than the number of bits needed to address
a record in the file.
A strongly discriminating. attribute will have a
number of possible values comparable to or greater
than the number of records in the file, while a weak
ly discriminating attribute will generally have many
fewer possible values than the number of records in
the file. Note that a highly skewed distribution of
possible values weakens the discriminating power of
an attribute.
Sample Cases
Besides the Mazda sales file above, the following dis
cussion will use three other file sizes for comparison.
File S (small) will have 10,000 records, file L (large)
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will have 1,000,000 records, and file M (medium)
will have 100,000 records. Sizes of files S and L are
arbitrary, while file M is the geometric mean of S
and L.
Multi-level Indexing as a Benchmark
Although an exhaustive search of the file is a work
able method for partial match retrieval, most present
file management systems where speed of response is
important would index at least some of the attributes
using a form of multi-level indexing similar to Btrees. In this form of indexing, the search starts at a
root index (generally held in main memory) which
contains pointers to a second level index, which in
turn contains pointers to a third level index, and so
on. See e.g. Knuth (1973, pp. 473-9) for details.
File L (one million records) could be resolved with
a three level index each level of which reduces the
number of possibilities by a factor of 100. The exact
number of bytes needed per entry depends greatly on
the details of the application and on precisely how
the indexing system is implemented. A typical index
on a strongly discriminating attribute would have,
for example, a 16 byte key and a four byte disk ad
dress, and there would be a 50% occupancy of the
index, giving an average of 40 bytes per active entry.
If we hold the number of levels of index constant,
differences in the number of bytes per entry affect
mainly the size of an index block rather than the
number of index accesses required. We assume the
number of indexes needed to be three for files L and
M, and two for file S.
Under these assumptions, to query a file with one
million records, it would be necessary to read and
search two 4k blocks of index from the disk to find
the first match on a single attribute. (The highest lev
el index is assumed to be permanently in memory.)
In this case, there would be only a few matches.
Processing time for the query is divided into the
time to read the index blocks from the disk and the
time to search the blocks. Processing time to search
the indexes is assumed negligible. The first matching
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Figure 1. Multi-leyef Index for a File of one Million Records
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record would therefore take three disk accesses (two
index plus one data access).
For file M (100,000 records), a three level index
would have a few less than 50 entries per level, so
would require reading and searching two 2k blocks
of index. We assumed it takes about the same time
to read a 2k block as a 4k block, so the response
time would be the same as before.
File S (10,000 record) could be accessed with a two
level index, so would require two accesses for a
query.
The indexes in this kind of scheme take up consid
erable storage space. The index for a single attribute
of a file of one million records at say 40 bytes per
record would occupy 40 megabytes, and for 10,000
records 400 kilobytes. Six attributes would need 240
megabytes in the first case and 2.4 megabytes in the
second.
Combinations of weakly discriminating attributes
require considerably more processing than single
strongly discriminating attributes, because each attri
bute generates a large number of matches. The set
of records matching all constraints is the intersection
of the sets matching the individual constraints. If
each of three attributes had 100 possible values, and
file M (100,000 records) was being accessed, it would
be necessary to read index entries for 1000 records
each attribute. At 40 bytes per entry, this is 1000 x
3 x 40 bytes, giving 60-odd 2k blocks. In fact, a
much denser index could be used, say 10 bytes per
entry, so perhaps 15 blocks would need to be read.
Very fast intersection methods exist (Knuth, 1973),
so the response time would still be dominated by
disk access.
Indexing schemes of this kind are not suited at all
to attributes with only a very few bits.
It should be pointed out that B-trees have other
useful properties which help to account for their
widespread use. In particular, B-trees are not
vulnerable to slow processors and operating systems
not tuned to data base applications. To adapt to be
ing able to read small amounts of data from the disk
each revolution, it is necessary only to increase the
number of levels of index. File L could be resolved
with four levels each with 32 keys, which could com
fortably fit in a 2k disk block, or for that matter six
levels of 10 keys, each of which could reside in a 512
byte block. In addition, with B-trees the file can be
accessed in sequence, unlike the other methods.
Superimposed Coding
In superimposed coding, each record in the file is
represented by a codeword constructed from the at
tributes. An attribute is encoded by setting exactly k
bits to one in a word of b bits width. The encoding
for the record is obtained by or-ing together the en
codings for the individual attributes (hence superim
posed). The encoded record functions as a
compressed index for the file. Roberts (1979) shows
a compression of at least five to one on the original
data record.
The parameters k and b depend on the number of
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

records in the file, the number of attributes encoded
per record, and on the amount of collision allowed
between encodings for different attributes in the
record, (b is typically 10 times k, so the encoding for
one attribute is sparse.)
The design parameters for a system of superim
posed codes are given in Roberts (1979) as:
N
r
q
/

Number
Number
Average
Average

of records to index
of attributes per record to be indexed
number of constant attributes in a query
number of false drops allowed per query

If the width of the code word (b) is much greater
than the number of bits set (k), and r > = 5, then
we have
k ~
x log2(Nf) and b « 1.5kr. Typical values
q
for the parameters calculated by Roberts are shown
in Table 1.
Retrieval involves encoding the query attributes to
be matched, then finding all records in the superim
posed code index which have a one in at least all bit
positions in which the query has a 1. This involves
essentially a linear scan of the index file which,
although the index file would be less than 20 percent
of the data file, and the equality test is very simple,
requires processing a very large amount of data.
Table 1.
Values for Selected Parameters in Superimposed Coding

N

f

r

9

k

b

2048
49152
65536
1048576
1048576
1048576

2
6
4
4
4
32

4.
1:
8'
8
8
8

1
1
4
1
2
1

10
13
14
18
9
15

63
138
169
217
109
181

bytes/
record
8
18
22
28
14
23

Source: Roberts (1979)
The situation can be improved substantially by
recognizing that the bit positions in the query con
taining 0 correspond to positions in the index which
do not need to be examined at all. If the index is
stored with bit one of all the records gathered into
one string, followed by bit two of all the records,
and so on (bit slice fashion), only those bit positions
containing one in the query need be processed.
In addition, if as the bits are processed a count of
the number of potential hits is kept, the retrieval can
switch to directly examining the data records when
the number of potential hits gets low enough. Typi
cally one percent of the file needs to be processed.
This of course is still a large amount of data.
Roberts shows that if the file had one million
records, each with six attributes, the code word
would have about 200 bits, and a strongly discrim
inating attribute would require searching about 15
bits. If there were 500 bytes per data record, the file
would, be 500 megabytes, the index would be 25
megabytes, and two megabytes would actually have
to be processed.
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QUERY CODE WORD

Figure 2. Superimposed Code Index Stored Bit Slice Fashion

If the operating system allows reading 10k bytes
per revolution of the disk, reading two megabytes
would require 201 disk accesses to retrieve the first
match, compared to three accesses for a B-tree index
on a strongly discriminating attribute and about 40
accesses for a combination of three weakly discrim
inating attributes.
On the other hand, for a file of 10,000 records the
code word would be 100 bits, of which 12 would
need to be processed. The file would occupy five
megabytes, the index 128k, and 15k would actually
have to be processed. Retrieval would therefore take
three accesses. The B-tree case would need two
accesses for a strongly discriminating attribute, and
perhaps four for a combination of three weakly
discriminating attributes.
The crossover point where superimposed codingbecomes inferior to B-trees is therefore about 10,000
records where the query is a single strongly discrim
inating attribute, and about 100,000 records where
the query is a combination of weakly discriminating
attributes. (Processing a superimposed code index
varies linearly with file size, so a retrieval on 100,000
records would need about 21 accesses.) These figures
are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2.
Comparison of Number of Disk Accesses Required
Superimposed Code v. B-Tree Indexing

Number of
Records
in File

1,000,000
100,000
10,000

Singl e Strongly
Discrinlinating Key
sew B-Trees
201
3
21
3
3
2

Thr ee Weakly
Discrinlinating Keys
sew
B-Trees

201
21

21
21

3

4

Note, however, for a file of 10,000 records the B-tree
index for six attributes would need well over a mega
byte, while the superimposed code index takes only
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128k. The entire index could be held in memory, so
the retrieval time depends only on how fast the index
can be searched. It is reasonable for a 32 bit proces
sor to be able to process 15k bytes by and-ing to
gether then a final bit count in perhaps 40 mil
liseconds.
The operation is so simple it should be possible to
develop special purpose hardware to perform it. A
factor of 10 gain is reasonable to expect, so process
ing for the retrieval could be done in say four mil
liseconds.
In addition, Roberts shows there is no essential
difference between weakly and strongly discriminat
ing attributes. Weakly discriminating attributes are
given fewer bits, which involves only some minor
complication in the encoding stage, so the scheme is
more general than B-trees.
False drops are not too serious a problem. Besides
aliasing, collisions can occur between the code words
after superimposition. The encoding has a sufficient
number of different values that aliasing is unlikely,
and the probability of collision can be made arbi
trarily low by choice of b and k. Choices used in the
examples would give only a very few collisions.
Hashing with Descriptors
The hashing methods considered involves dividing
the file into buckets of some convenient size- e.g. 20
to 50 records. When a record is to be inserted in the
file, a bucket address is calculated from the attri
butes to be used for equality matching. The calcula
tion is done in such a way that each attribute contri
butes specific bits to the address. Attribute one
might contribute bits 1, 6 and 7, while attribute six
might contribute bits 2, 8 and 13. The bits contri
buted by different attributes are scattered through
the address since the hashing method is dynamic and
allows the file to grow by a disciplined use of bucket
splitting.
When a query is processed, a partial bucket ad
dress is calculated from the attributes whose value is
specified. If attribute one and 6 are specified in the
above example, then the query will have bits 1, 2, 6,
7, 8 and 13 determined in its partial address. Any
bucket whose address does not match the query par
tial address in the bit positions determined cannot
have any records matching the query. The remaining
buckets are searched exhaustively.
This method has a serious problem with false
drops, due to the fact that the number of bits in the
bucket address is determined by the number of
records in the file, while the discriminating power of
the attributes depends on the number of different
values they may assume.
Consider the Mazda sales history file used earlier.
The file has 160,000 records, and five attributes are
mentioned. If the bucket size is 20, there are 8000
buckets. The number of bits in the bucket address is
therefore 13. Each attribute can contribute on the
average less than three bits to the address.
This is not a problem for the example query, as all
five attributes are specified, so that only one bucket
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985
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Figure 3: Hashing Calculation of Bucket Address

need be searched. It is also not a problem if only
the ‘automatic transmission’ attribute is specified, as
it has only one bit, therefore very little discriminat
ing power, and it is reasonable to have to search half
the buckets as there will be a large number of hits.
‘Dealer’ alone has eight bits, so that on the average
there would be 600 or so hits if it were specified. It
would contribute probably four bits to the address,
so that 512 buckets would have to be searched. This
is still reasonable, in that the time taken to read a 20
record bucket from disk is not much more than the
time to read one record.
Suppose,
however,
‘colour’,
‘dealer’
and
‘month/year’ are specified. These attributes taken
together have 19 bits of information, which is
sufficient to identify one record in the file. They
contribute only about nine bits to the query partial
address, however, leaving four bits undetermined, so
that 16 buckets will have to be searched.
Strongly discriminating attributes fare particularly
badly. If telephone number of purchaser were added
to the attributes selectable in the sales history file, it
could not be allocated more than four or possibly
five bits of the bucket address. If it were allocated
five bits, eight bits would be unspecified on a tele
phone number only query, so that 256 buckets would
have to be searched to get one or two hits.
Having telephone number in the selectable attri
butes would reduce the bits available to the other at
tributes, so that their performance would deteriorate.
If the bits allocated to ‘colour’, ‘dealer’ and
‘month/year’ were reduced by three, the example
query would have seven bits undetermined, so the
number of buckets to be searched would increase
from 16 to 128 (for one or two hits).
In the system implemented by Ramamohanarao et.
al., an additional level of indexing has been added
consisting of a descriptor attached to each bucket
(held in a separate descriptor file). The descriptor
consists essentially of a list of the individual attri
butes contained in records in the bucket, encoded
with five or six bits each in a way that is independent
of the encoding for the bucket address.
Addition of a descriptor helps considerably with
the telephone number query, reducing the number of
buckets to be examined down to four, at the cost of
accessing 256 records in various places in the descrip
tor file. Ramamohanarao et al. use at least 200 bits
The Australian ComputerJournal, Vol.-17, No. 4, November 1985
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Figure 4. Addition of Bucket Descriptor to Hashing Method

per bucket for descriptors, so 8000 buckets in the ex
ample need 200k bytes for a descriptor file.
Descriptors do not help much with the ‘colour’,
‘dealer’, ‘month/year’ query, however, as the
descriptor tells only that there is a record in the
bucket matching ‘colour’, a record matching
‘month/year’ or possibly one alias (month/year has
six bits and the descriptor only five), and a record
matching ‘dealer’ or possibly one of eight aliases
(‘dealer’ has eight bits). It does not say the matches
have all to be in the same record.
The probability is very high that one of the select
ed buckets contains one of the selected attributes.
For example, about 5000 records would match
‘colour’. ‘Colour’ would be allocated two bits in the
bucket address, so that all of those 5000 records
would be concentrated in one quarter of the buckets,
or 40,000 records. All of the buckets examined for
the query must be in this set of buckets. The proba
bility that a given record contains the specified
colour is 5000 in 40,000, or 0.125, and the probabili
ty that at least one record in a twenty record bucket
matches on at least that one attribute is
1 - {probability of not matching on any of 20
records}
>
i.e. 1 - (1 - 0.125)20 = 0.97.
The situation is the same with the other attributes,
because they would have the same number of bits in
the descriptor, so almost nothing is gained.
The conclusion is that the performance of the
hashing/ descriptor method is too variable to be a
generally useful method of file access.
Improvement to Superimposed Coding for Strongly
Discriminating Attributes
Superimposed coding is shown earlier to be superior
to B-trees for combinations of weakly discriminating
attributes in files of up to the size of file M (100,000
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records). It is about a factor of seven worse than
B-trees for a single strongly discriminating attribute
in file M.
If the application consists mainly of access via
strongly discriminating keys, it would be sensible to
build B-tree indexes for those keys, reserving the su
perimposed code index for the weakly discriminating
attribute queries. If, on the other hand, queries on
strongly discriminating attributes were a minor but
important part of the application, a modification of
superimposed coding would be an advantage, giving
a more uniform access method.
Two Level Superimposed Coding
Two level superimposed coding has been proposed
by Samanek (1‘982). and also by Sacks-Davis and
Ramamohanarao (1983) as a method of reducing the
amount of index processed. The idea is similar to
the method of descriptors mentioned previously.
The file is divided into buckets. A first index is con
structed into the buckets by treating each bucket as
if it were a very large record. Each bucket is in
dexed as well. When a query is processed, the buck
et index is first searched and a set of buckets
identified which potentially contain matching
records. The indexes for the identified buckets are
then searched, finally finding the matching records.
Improvement in disk accesses is shown in Table 3,
adapted from Sacks-Davis and Ramamohanarao
(1983). The sample case has 524,288 records, each
having eight attributes encoded. Two extremes are
shown: one has a few (64) large buckets (8192
records), and the other a large number (8192) of
small buckets (64 records). The third example has a
single level, with accesses computed by interpolation
from Table 2. The fourth example is a four level Btree. A single (strongly determining) key query is as
sumed, with only one responding record.
Looking at Table 3, we notice that the two level
method is a factor of four or five better than the sin
gle level method on a strongly determining key, but
is nowhere as good as the B-tree method. SacksDavis and Ramamohanarao conclude: ‘... if only a
single attribute-value is specified in a query, then the
inverted file (B-Tree) method will give the best
response of all methods provided that an index exists
on the corresponding attribute.’
On the other hand, for a query with several weak
ly discriminating attributes, the method suffers from
the same statistical problems as the previously
analysed descriptors method, and is therefore not su
Table 3.
Comparison of Disk Accesses
for Two Level Superimposed Coding with
Single Level Superimposed Coding and B-Trees

Method
Two level, 64 buckets each 8192 records
Two level, 8192 buckets each 64 records
Single level
Four level B-Tree
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Accesses
27
16
100
3

perior to the single level method. For example, two
attributes each with 700 values can resolve one
record in 490,000. If the bucket size is 64 records,
on the average 8.5% of the buckets will contain at
least one hit. If the two attributes are independent,
on the average 0.72% of the buckets will contain
both. 490,000 records will need 7657 buckets, so
there will be 56 buckets responding at the first level.
Using
the
formula
in
Sacks-Davis
and
Ramamohanarao (1983), this increases the number of
disk accesses from 16 to 71. If the bucket size were
8192 records, all of the buckets would respond.
One additional characteristic of the two levels
method is that the indexes are fragmented, so that it
is not possible to take advantage of a powerful
processor’s ability to read up to a track of data from
a disk in one access. This is the reason that
although a factor of 64 less data is processed for a
query, only a factor of five fewer disk accesses are
made. The results in Figure 1 for two level coding
require only lk per disk access, a characteristic
shared by the B-tree method.
The conclusion is that if access to a file by a single
strongly determining key is required, it is more
beneficial to build a B-tree index than to develop a
two-level superimposed code index. Further, a two
level index is not better than a one-level index for
multiple weakly discriminating keys.
Combination of Superimposed Coding and Hashing
Another possible method of improving the perfor
mance of superimposed coding for one strongly
determining key is to separate out the descriptors for
those keys and access them by a simple hashing to a
bucket scheme.
Note that superimposition is not an essential
feature of the superimposed coding indexing method.
Its essential feature is that the ‘m in n’ encoding al
lows the index to be processed, and therefore stored,
in bit slice fashion. A 15 in 30 code has about 155
million possible values, which is more than sufficient
for the most strongly discriminating attribute until
the file size gets up to 100 million records or so.
(Although there may be a very large number of pos
sible values in a name field, for example, there is
only one occurrence per record in the file, so the to
tal number of values to be encoded is equal to the
number of records in the file.) Calculations given in
Roberts (1979) show that use of superimposed 15 in
200 codes allows the total number of bits in the code
word to be about 30% fewer than if the fields were
separate—essential for edge-notched cards, but not
much of a consideration for computer disk storage.
The penalty for indexing the superimposed code
index is that the index records become permuted with
respect to the data file, so a parallel address file
must be stored. When a potential match is found in
the coded file, the address must be retrieved from
the address file, at a cost of one additional disk ac
cess.
The indexing procedure would be to scan the data
file, and for each record:
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Figure 5. Superimposed Coding Combined With Hash Addressing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Extract the strongly discriminating attribute for
which the index is being built.
Calculate the ‘m in n’ code word from that attri
bute.
Calculate a bucket address for storing the code
word from that attribute using methods derived
from Ramamohanarao et al. (1983).
Store the code word in the designated bucket and
the record address in the parallel bucket in the
address file.
Since the bucket size is very large, it would make
sense to hold overflow records all together in a
common set of buckets without regard for their
bucket of origin.

If the bucket size were 2k, a 15 in 30 code were
used, and all the bit slices for a bucket stored con
tiguously in 60k bit segments (7.5k bytes), use of a
hash address would allow finding a match in a single
disk read (if the record is in the primary area), with
a second read to find the record address, which is
comparable to the B-tree. For file M of 100,000
records, there would be 50 buckets, so a six bit buck
et address would be needed.
Note that in this method, we lose the economy of
reading from the disk only those bit slices required
for processing. Perhaps the main advantage of this
proposal over B-trees is that the index is highly
compressed (32 bits is four bytes per record) and so
could be used for an in-memory application.
Conclusions
The principal conclusion is that superimposed cod
ing, especially when combined with hashing for
strongly discriminating keys, is a generally useful in
dexing strategy for moderate sized data bases. More
specifically, under the assumption that the hardware
and operating system can deliver data at disk rota
tion speed:
1.

Superimposed coding requires processing an
amount of data varying linearly with the size of
the data file, while B-tree type indexing with
three levels needs to examine and process an
amount of data varying with the logarithm of
the size of the data file (Knuth, 1973, pi 476).
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Superimposed coding is faster until the file has
about 10,000 records and retains its edge up to
about 100,000 records when the retrieval is a
combination of attributes each of which has a
small number of values.
2. The hashing methods, although too variable in
performance to compete except in special cir
cumstances, can be combined with superimposed
coding so that it is faster than B-trees until the
file has about 100,000 records in all cases.
3. Superimposed coding requires an order of magni
tude less space than B-trees for storage of
indexes. Where less than about 10,000 records
must be indexed (on six keys), the superimposed
code index takes, up less than 128k bytes. In
many applications it is practical to hold this in
memory, while B-trees indexes must still be
stored on disk. (With 12 keys indexed, the
number of records indexable in 128 k bytes is re
duced to about 5000.) Under these cir
cumstances, superimposed coding, especially if
implemented in hardware, could be two orders
of magnitude faster than B-trees. This is fast
enough to function as associative memory, and
would be an ideal basis for a Prolog implemen
tation.
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Natural Neighbour Sorting
D. F. Watson
The natural neighbour order of a bivariate data set is established by finding all circles that pass through
three or more of the data and such that no datum lies inside any circle. Two data are called natural
neighbours if, and only if, they lie on the same circle. This unique order provides the basis for constructing
the Delaunay and Yoronoi tessellations. When the natural neighbour order is known, local subsets of data
can be examined and local trends estimated for dependent functions. In this survey, natural neighbour
order is described and several algorithms for natural neighbour sorting are summarized.
Keywords and phrases: Delaunay, multivariate, natural neighbour, proximal order, Yoronoi.
CR Categories: D.2.2, G.2.1,

INTRODUCTION
The concept of natural neighbours arises from the notion
that a pair of neighbours share a common interface, or reg
ion, that is equally close to each of the pair and all other
neighbours are no closer. This criterion defines the natural
neighbour pair-wise proximity relationship. Each datum in
a multivariate data set has a variable number of these pair
wise proximity relationships with nearby data. Any sys
tematic listing of these relationships expresses the natural
neighbour proximal order of the data set. The uniqueness
and usefulness of natural neighbour order was recognized
by workers in the natural sciences early in the century (see
Rhynsburger, 1973).
Computing the natural neighbour order of a multivariate
data set is an exercise in computational geometry. Geomet
ric algorithms that find a) the nearest neighbour of a datum,
b) all nearest neighbours of a datum, and c) the convex hull
of a data set, all develop and exploit the natural neighbour
order of the data.
The problem is also important because a knowledge of
the natural neighbour order of a data set is a prerequisite
for precise evaluation of local trends in locationally depen
dent functions. Practical applications such as contouring
and finding regional averages depend upon schemes to
organize or sort the data in a manner that reveals the
natural neighbour order. Therefore, this sorting problem
occurs in many fields of applied science and published
attempts to solve and apply it appear under names such as
area-of-influence, Delaunay, Dirichlet, Thiessen, Voronoi
and Wigner-Seite.
In the next section, for completeness, three other types
of proximal order are mentioned. Then a description of
natural neighbour order is followed by a discussion of the
structure and efficiency of several algorithms for natural
neighbour sorting. In this paper, N is the number of data
and n is the number of independent variables per datum.
Data that lie on the (n-l)-dimensional surface of an n-* *
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sphere are said to have the n-sphere pass through them.
Data that lie in the interior of an n-sphere are said to be con
tained in the n-sphere.
PROXIMAL ORDER
The proximal order of a datum, with respect to a mul
tivariate data set, is the set of all pair-wise proximity
relationships involving data that are nearby in some sense
to be made precise below. The types of proximal order,
commonly conceptualized as triangulations or tessella
tions, are obtained from arbitrarily or systematically desig
nated pair-wise proximity relationships within the data.
Arbitrary proximal order
Arbitrary proximal order is developed by a cartographic
draughtsman when manually triangulating a set of bivariate
data. He simply declares pair-wise proximity relationships
by connecting pairs of data with straight lines until all pos
sible triangles have been drawn. However, these lines do
not necessarily connect a datum to all of its natural, or even
near, neighbours.
Such arbitrary triangulations can be obtained automati
cally and some of the long, thin triangles removed by itera
tively altering the choice of edges by some rule such as tak
ing the shorter of two intersecting quadrilateral diagonals.
As one might expect, such triangulations are not unique
(Watson and Philip, 1984a).
Systematic procedures for determining proximal order
ings hold more appeal since these orderings, generally, are
unique. Three systematic criteria have been established.
Optimal proximal order
The Optimal triangulation (Manacher and Zobrist, 1979)
is a triangulation with a minimum sum of edge lengths and
is sometimes called a minimum weight triangulation. Pair
wise proximity relationships are determined by the distance
between the pair, i.e., edge length. Special configurations
may have two or more distinct orderings with the same sum
of edge lengths. The definition of Optimal proximal order
may be extended to higher dimensional data sets but appa
rently the only published algorithm (Klincsek, 1980) for
this triangulation is for restricted planar data sets and is of
O (A3).
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H

Figure 1 — The set of all natural neighbour circles through three or
more of the data.

Greedy proximal order
The Greedy triangulation (Manacher and Zobrist, 1979)
is also formed by the shorter edges but in the sense of a local
minimum. Specifically, for biavariate data, no edge is used
if there is a shorter edge that would properly intersect it.
Again, special configurations may have two or more dis
tinct orderings. A Greedy sort is easily implemented by
ordering all possible edges by length and, starting with the
shortest edge, include each edge that does not properly
interest any edge already included. This approach is ff (TV2
log N) because the (A^-N)/2 edges must be sorted by length
before the Greedy triangulation can be obtained. Although
the literature appears not to mention it, this order could be
defined for higher dimensions. Then each edge would be
incorporated only if it does not properly intersect a simplex
formed by shorter edges.
Natural neighbour order
A third type of systematic proximal order is obtained by
the empty circle criterion. Specifically, the set of all nspheres through n+1 or more of the data, that have no data
within them, define this order. Each n-sphere through a
particular datum is defined by n natural neighbours of that
datum and no other datum is closer to the n-sphere centre.
Thus all the natural neighbour pair-wise proximity relation
ships involving that datum are established by all the nspheres through it. For bivariate data, this results in a con
figuration of overlapping circles (Figure 1) that is conjec
tured (Watson and Philip, 1984a) to be most compact in the
sense that the average radius is less than it is for any other
choice of triplets. Sibson (1978) showed that, in the
bivariate case, the triangles formed from such triplets of
data are the most equiangular possible.
It is these qualities of compactness and equiangularity
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that make natural neighbour order so useful for mul
tivariate interpolation (Watson and Philip, 1984b) and for
calculating measures of local variation in dependent vari
ables (Philip and Watson, 1985). In addition, the natural
neighbour order provides the natural neighbour coordi
nates developed by Sibson (1980a). These coordinates can
yield a unique, smooth interpolation of a dependent vari
able, as work in hand will report. Many other applications
in statistics and data analysis are discussed by Sibson
(1980b).
Natural neighbour order is properly conceptualized as an
aggregate of overlapping n-spheres with no data inside any
n-sphere. However, the Delaunay triangulation and Vor
onoi tessellation (Rogers, 1964) are commonly used to dis
play this order. A Delaunay triangulation (see Figure 2) of
bivariate data is a network of triangles, each formed from
three data that lie on an empty circle. The Delaunay trian
gulation is not always unique since more than n+1 data may
lie on an n-sphere and then, locally, the triangulation
becomes non-unique. This so-called degenerate condition
is illustrated in the plane by four co-circular points
(A,C,D,L, Figure 1,2) which, therefore, have two alterna
tive triangulations that satisfy the empty circle criterion (al
though the natural neighbour order and the Voronoi tessel
lation remain unambiguous). A discussion of degeneracies
is given in Watson (1981). In practice, these degeneracies
are readily resolved by giving each datum a small random
displacement.
The centres of the natural neighbour circles (Figure 1)
are the vertices of the Voronoi polygons (Figure 2) in the
Voronoi tessellation. Voronoi vertices each lie on three
lines that perpendicularly bisect the edges of the Delaunay
triangulation. Although, unlike the Delaunay triangula
tion, the Voronoi structure is always unique, the Voronoi
tessellation is unbounded at the data set perimeter.

\

Figure 2 — The Delaunay triangulation (solid lines) and Voronoi tes
sellation (broken lines).
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NATURAL NEIGHBOUR SORTING ALGORITHMS
The natural neighbour order of a multivariate data set is
most simply expressed by a list of the pair-wise proximity
relationships but this is apparently not done, presumably
because practical applications require local subsets of these
relationships. Therefore subsets of these relationships have
been used in four more complex types of natural neighbour
proximity lists. Although the terminology used by various
authors for these proximity lists has reflected particular vie
wpoints and intended applications, here they are classified
by increasing information content and their complexity is
described in terms of natural neighbour n-spheres, with
Voronoi and Delaunay interpretations.
The second least complex proximity list is a list of the
(n+l)-tuples of data that define each n-sphere; these n+1
neighbours share a Voronoi vertex or define a Delaunay nsimplex. (See Table 1, column 1 and 2.)
Third is a list of the n-spheres that share n data with each
n-sphere; these n-spheres are the Voronoi vertices that are
connected by an edge to a given vertex or the Delaunay nsimplices that share an n-face with a given n-simplex. (See
Table 1, column 3.)
Fourth, a list of the variable number of n-spheres that
pass through each datum; these n-spheres involve all the
natural neighbours of a datum and thus define the Voronoi
polytype associated with the datum. Alternatively, they
define all the Delaunay n-simplices involving a datum.
A fifth list of the sets of n-spheres that share at least one
datum with each n-sphere, describes the set of Voronoi
polytypes that share each vertex. This last list is useful as a
running subset for interpolation (Watson and Philip, 1985).
Table 1 shows three of these lists for the bivariate data of
Figure 1. The numbers in the first column are indices to the
alpha proximity list which is a list of the natural neighbour
triplets in the data. The entries in the beta list are the set of
indices of triplets in the alpha list that share a pair of data
with eacha triplet. The entries in the gamma list are the
indices of all the triplets in the alpha list that share a com
mon datum.
These lists may have portions that are non-unique and
redundant, i.e., triplets ACL and DCL refer to the same
natural neighbour circle as would the alternate triplets
ACD and CDL. Any of these lists may be derived from any
other by searching, and one or more are generated by each
of the natural neighbour sorting algorithms mentioned
below. The entries in the beta, gamma and fifth lists have a
variable length.
Whenever natural neighbour proximity lists of greater
complexity than the alpha list are required, some of the
natural neighbour relationships among the new n-spheres
also must be determined. For instance, two natural
neighbours in a bivariate data set define a shared edge of
their Voronoi polygons; three natural neighbours define a
intersection of three such edges, i.e., a Voronoi vertex.
Therefore, the beta list contains information about the
mutual order of these vertices, just as the gamma list con
tains information about the mutual order of the natural
neighbours of a datum.
The information in the natural neighbour proximity lists
can be interpreted as the vertices, edges, faces, etc., of the
Voronoi polytopes or the Delaunay n-simplices. This view
derives from Roger’s (1964) definition of the Voronoi
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985

Table 1 — Three forms of natural neighbour proximity lists. The beta
and gamma lists, shown here in terms of indices to the alpha list, are
necessarily incomplete at the data set perimeter.
triplet
index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

alpha
list
ABC
ACL
ABE
BCF
ADG
AGH
AEH
BEI
BIJ
BFJ
CFK
CKL
ADL

beta
list
2,3,4,
1,12,13
1,7,8
- 1,10,11
6,13
5,7
3,6
3,9
8,10
.4,9
4,12
. 2,11
2,5

gamma
list
1,2,3,5,6,7,13
. 1,3,4,8,9,10
1,2,4,11,12
5,13
3,7,8
4,10,11
5,6
6,7
8,9
9,10
11,12
2,12,13

polytope as an intersection of half-spaces and has been dis
cussed by Rhynsburger (n=2, 1973), Watson and Smith
(n=3,1975), Brostow eta/., (n=3,1978), Green and Sibson
(n=2, 1978), Brassel and Reif (n=2, 1979) and Boots and
Murdoch (n=2,1983). Of course, many of the calculations
required for a given datum become redundant when con
structing a tessellation.
Locating subsets
In general, finding natural neighbour order can be
treated as a task of inserting a datum into an existing natural
neighbour proximity list(s) by deleting and adding entries.
However, by first identifying the subset of natural
neighbours for a given datum, solutions to the inserting task
always deal with a constant, or expected, size subset of data
and therefore are linear in N. Then the method of locating
subsets determines the execution time efficiency. Such sub
sets may be obtained by —
1) Checking all A2-A possible pairs of data; of course this
method is O(AP). This approach was used by Watson and
Smith (n=3, 1975), Finney (n=3, 1979) and Tanemura et
al. (n=3,1983) among others.
2) Performing a directed walk across the gamma natural
neighbour proximity list. Starting from some arbitrary
neighbour, move to whichever of its neighbours is closest to the new datum, recursively, to eventually reach the nearest
neighbour of the new datum. A given walk is expected to
involve O(NUn) neighbours and therefore N walks have
expected time of O(N ^jr ). Green and Sibson (n=2,1978)
and Bowyer (n=2,3,4, 1981) use this technique, although
neither elaborate on the walking procedure.
3) Most directly, partitioning the data into a regular
array of bins with time of O(IV). Lee and Schachter (n=2,
1980), Bentley et al. (n=2, 1980) and Maus («=3, 1984)
have used this method. The subset of bins necessarily con
tains more data than just the set of natural neighbours to
insure that all such neighbours are considered, especially if
the data are not uniformly distributed. Thus, although it is
linear, the constants in the efficiency expression for this
algorithm would be large.
Inserting
Inserting a datum into a set of natural neighbours
requires a) finding and deleting previously computed
. entires in the natural neighbour proximity list(s) whenever
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the new datum lies inside an existing n-sphere and b) find
ing all new n-spheres involving the new datum among the
subsets of natural neighbours.
Inserting is generally approached by checking all nspheres to find those that contain the new datum and thus
will be deleted, then checking all possible n-spheres that
could be defined by the new datum and an irregular config
uration of a variable number of neighbours; a complicated
procedure, especially in higher dimensions. Cline and
Renka (n=2,1984) illustrate these complications by break
ing the inserting task into four sub-procedures and listing 27
steps.
Solutions to the inserting task are —
1) Arbitrarily triangulate the new datum with a subset of
possible natural neighbours and iteratively exchange quad
rilateral diagonals for shorter diagonals. This is the
approach used by Lawson (n—2, 1977), Moore («=2,
1977), Lewis and Robinson (n=2, 1978), Lee and Schachter (rt=2,1980), Mirante and Weingarten (n=2,1982) and
Magnus et al. («=2,1983), but does not always find natural
neighbours (Watson and Philip, 1984a).
2) Sort the subset of neighbours by distance from the
datum to be inserted; then starting with the n nearest
neighbours and the datum, consider their n-sphere. If no
other datum in the subset is closer than the n-sphere radius
to the n-sphere centre, that (n+l)-tuple can be accepted. If
not, alternate (n+l)-tuples must be considered until all
possibilities are exhausted. Examples of this approach
include McLain (n=2, 1976), Lee and Schachter (n=2,
1980), Maus (n=3, 1984) and Cline and Renka (n=2,
1984).
3) Perform a directed walk around the new datum on the
beta and gamma natural neighbour proximity lists. Green
and Sibson (n=2,1978) and Bowyer (n=2,3,4,1981) begin
in inserting procedure from the nearest neighbour of the
new datum. Then the beta list provides a cross reference to
the n+1 entries in the gamma list which gives all the
neighbours that must be checked to update the natural
neighbour proximity lists. These neighbours are accessed
cyclicly for n=2 and as a tree path along the edges of higher
dimensional polytopes.
4) Another approach involves recursive subdivision of
the data set until some empty circles are found, then merg
ing of subsets with application of the empty circle test; this,
again, is 0(AHogN). Shamos and Hoey (n=2,1975), Lewis
and Robinson (n=2, 1978), and Lee and Schachter (n=2,
1980) have described such a technique but many details of
the merging procedure remain unclear. As Forrest (1980)
points out, adjusting the natural neighbour proximity lists
during merging would be complicated, especially in higher
dimensions.
Finally, a method for generating the alpha natural
neighbour proximity list was given by Watson (n=2,3,4,
1981) . The inserting task is treated as a search for natural
neighbour circles that contain the new datum, rather than
for individual natural neighbours. To insure that each
datum is contained in some n-sphere, the list is initiallized
with an arbitrary n-sphere. For bivariate data, this is just a
circle defined by 3 arbitrary control points whose convex
hull encloses the data set. The three pairs of indices, that
can be chosen from the triplet associated with each circle
containing the new datum, are temporarily stacked and any
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pairs that occur twice are deleted. What remains, after all
current circles have been checked, is an unordered list of
the pairs that form new triplets with the new datum. Adding
these triplets to the alpha natural neighbour proximity list
completes the inserting task. More explicity —
procedure natural-neighbour-insert (nltuple, datum)
comment insert a new datum into a natural neighbour
ordering by updating a list of (w-t-l)-tuples of data
array nltuple
var datum
begin
array templist
var ncomb
fori : = 1 to rows (nltuple)
begin
if new datum is inside n-sphere of nltuple(i)
begin
for j : = 1 to n+1
begin
ncomb := jth n-combination of nltuple(i)
if ncomb is already on templist
then delete ncomb from templist
else add ncomb to templist
end
delete nltuple(i)
end
end
for each n-tuple in templist
begin
concatenate new datum to form new (n+l)-tuple
add (n+l)-tuple to nltuple
end
end procedure
Devijver and Dekesel (n=2,1982) have pointed out that
this approach also can be used to delete a datum from a
natural neighbour proximity list simply by natural
neighbour sorting the neighbours of the deleted datum.
This establishes the n-spheres that would exist among the
natural neighbours of a datum in its absence.
Efficiency
The efficiency of the bivariate version of Watson’s
algorithm is found by noting that it is initialized with an
arbitrary circle and each time a datum is added to the net
work, exactly two additional circles are generated. Search
ing through these circles for an intersection with the next
datum is the only step that is not linear in N since the size of
the temporary list will vary about the expected value of 6
(Quine and Watson, 1984). Therefore when TV data have
been inserted, the number of circles examined is just the
sum of the first N odd integers, i.e., N2, so the algorithm is
O (N1).
For trivariate data, this algorithm is initialized with a
sphere. Then for each point that is added to the network, an
expected 6.7 spheres (Quine and Watson, 1984) are gener
ated. Thus a total of 6.7(N2-N)/2+N spheres must be
examined, so the algorithm is O(N2). A similar argument
applies to the 4 dimensional case but the expected number
of 4-simplices per datum is not known precisely.
However, these estimates of efficiency are average case
expressions for unordered data and are improved if the data
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 4, November 1985
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are preprocessed. Therefore, ordering the data simply by
the first component makes this algorithm O (N log N) and
bin sorting the data makes it O(N).
Implementations in FORTRAN (Watson, 1982) and
BASIC (Watson, 1983) have been published. This
algorithm also has been adapted to find the natural
neighbour order on an n-dimensional sphere (Watson,
1985), making it applicable to directional and proportional
data.
CONCLUSION
The present overview has permitted harmonizing of
what, at first sight, might appear to be several somewhat
disparate developments and expressions of natural
neighbour order, and shows them to be derived from the set
of natural neighbour n-spheres.
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Charles Hamblin
(1922-1985)
Charles L. Hamblin died in Sydney on May 14, 1985,
at the age of 62. He was one of the important contri
butors in Australia to the early period of computer
research, and in particular published the first account
of the relevance of Polish notation for computer pro
gramming. He developed the concept both as a stra
tegy for a programming language and as the basis for
the computer hardware structure now referred to as a
stack machine.
In 1955, when the present University of New South
Wales was still known as the N.S.W. University of
Technology, Charles joined the School of Philosophy
as a Lecturer. From 1966 until the time of his death
he was Professor and Head of the School. The fact
that Charles as an academic philosopher contributed
significantly to basic computer concepts comes as a
surprise to many who are not aware of his back
ground. As an undergraduate he studied Mathemat
ics, Physics and Philosophy at Melbourne University
whence he enlisted in the RAAF in March 1942 to
become a member of the second radar course (which
also included John M. Bennett). He served during the
war years as a radar officer, and this gave him a
sound background in electronics. After the war he
completed the degrees of B.A., B.Sc., and M.A. at
Melbourne University, finishing in 1950. His Ph.D.
studies were at London University and his thesis was
"Language and The Theory of Information". This
combination of mathematics, logic, languages and
electronics provided an ideal background for his sub
sequent involvement with computers.
In August, 1956, the N.S.W. University of Technol
ogy installed an English Electric DEUCE computer,
which was known as UTECOM. Charles was an early
visitor to the laboratory and quickly understood the
machine organisation, and the frustrations and limita
tions of the available programming system. The
consequence of this was his recognition of the
relevance of Polish notation.
His original paper (Hamblin, 1957a) was presented
at a conference in June, 1957, at the Weapons
Research Establishment at Salisbury, South Australia.
Some key personnel from English Electric were also at
the conference and the significance of his ideas was
noted. The English Electric successor machine, the
KDF9, employed the concepts and terms used by
Hamblin of a "running accumulator" and "nesting
store". This contribution was apparently ack
nowledged by a modest payment and is now recog
nised in the historical literature (Bulman, 1977; Dun
can, 1977; and Lavington, 1980).
The first official Australian Conference on comput
ers was held in Sydney in May, 1960 and was organ
ised by the Australian National Committee on Com
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putation and Control. It included an account (Hamb
lin, 1960) of GEORGE (General Order Generator)
which was a practical programming system based on
reverse Polish notation. Students of the period 195865 will recollect its use in programming classes. The
concept of an addressless computer structure was
further developed in two later papers: in 1962 he dealt
with the algorithms for translation to and from Polish
notation, and in 1967 he generalised the concept to
include arithmetic operations on polynomials.
The relevance of Polish notation and the stack
structure appears to have been discovered indepen
dently a year or so after Hamblin by R.S. Barton who
greatly influenced the design of the Burroughs B5000
computer JBarton, 1970). It is also clear that the
group involved in the ALGOL 60 project had an
appreciation of the notation.
Although Charles remained interested in computers
in later years, he held the view that commercial con
siderations had become too dominant. This was a
pity because his background and later work in formal
logic would have prepared him to contribute to
current research on "fifth generation" systems based
on logic languages. It could be that his work on logic
which takes into account the human factor will yet
have considerable relevance in this area.
Charles Hamblin’s contributions to Polish notation
and stack machines must be seen as one of the mile
stones in computing. If his work has not been as
widely known as it should have been, then this is
partly because his initial account was not published in
the accepted journals but in the proceedings of the
WRE conference, and later, in slightly abridged form,
in the Australian Journal of Science (Hamblin,
1975b). The latter paper provides a remarkably clear
and reasoned set of arguments based on an under
standing of the limitations of computer hardware and
of the problems faced by early programmers. Since it
has not been widely accessible, we think it appropriate
to republish it now for the appreciation of the current
generation of readers, and as our tribute to our late
friend, Charles Hamblin—computing pioneer and out
standing Australian scholar.
Murray W. Allen
University of New South Wales
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Computer Languages
C.L. Hamblin
The notation invented by the Polish logician Lukasiewicz in 1920 may be used for writing
mathematical and logical formulae unambiguously without the use of brackets. This
notation can be applied as the basis for a programming language for a computer system.
The notation, its use as a programming notation, and the principles for converting
formulae in the notation to machine instructions are described here.
Programming a modem automatic computer does not involve
any very great specialized skill, but it does involve a great deal of
laborious and sometimes quite complicated mechanical work. In
principle, one feels, this should be unnecessary: it is just this kind
of work that such machines are designed to avoid. Fairly
recently a number of schemes have been evolved to make
machines do their own programming: a basic program, written
once and for all, can be used to get the machine to ‘translate’ from
a simplified instruction language into its own code. The ‘auto
code’ system developed at Manchester for use with the ‘Pegasus ’
and ‘Mercury’ machines is an example of this (Brooker, 1956);
and a more elaborate example is the ‘Fortran’ scheme recently
developed for the I.B.M. 704 machine (I.B.M.C., 1956).
Although such schemes have earned some hostility on the
grounds of their wastefulness in the use of machine time, their
use seems to be growing. It is worth while pointing out here that
besides saving much time and effort in programming they are
capable of practically eliminating programming mistakes and
consequently save much machine time which would otherwise
be used in programme checking.
Nevertheless some doubts may be voiced whether such
schemes are anything but a stop-gap procedure. The central fact
in the situation is that present-day machine codes, however well
they may fill the bill from the engineering point of view, are not
well adapted to the needs of the machine user. The only
satisfactory long-term solution is to design machines with
simpler codes.
The invention of such a code is primarily a problem in applied
formal logic. It is the purpose of this article to suggest that means
of solving it are for die most part already within our grasp.
Mathematical Formulae
The code which is obviously the most satisfactory for the
programmer of general mathematical problems is the one he
ordinarily uses in formulating them, namely the symbolism of
ordinary mathematics. This has two things to commend it. The
first is simply that it is already familiar to programmers and their
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
This paper was originally published in the Australian Journal of Sci
ence, Volume 20, in December, 1957 (pages 135 to 139), and is
reprinted here by permission as a tribute to the author who died in
May, 1985. It represents the first formal account (apart from a confer
ence paper by the same author earlier in the same year) of the applica
tion of Polish notation to the computing field.
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customers. The second is that in the course of time it has evolved
by natural selection into an extremely efficient language for its
purpose. A good symbolism of this sort is not to be lightly set
aside: one is reminded of the numerous cases in the history of
mathematics in which the invention of a notation has represented
the crucial step in the development of some branch ofthe subject.
If, however, there are features of mathematical notation that
are unsuitable for our purposes we should not hesitate to modify
them, provided we do so with a full consciousness of the issues
involved. Furthermore, mathematics must be augmented to
some extent. In both these respects the formal logician is in a
good position to contribute.
Bracketing
A minor complication of mathematical notation concerns the
conventions regarding ‘bracketing’. For many years now, how
ever, logicians have used a system of writing logical formulae
such that brackets are completely eliminated: this is known as
the ‘Polish’ notation, having been invented by the Polish logician
Lukasiewicz in 1920 (Chwistek, 1948). All that is necessary is
to make operator-symbols always precede the symbols for the
entities operated on. In the formula ‘a + b’, for example, the
operation of addition is applied to the numbers a and b: in Polish
notation it would be written ‘+ a b’. The result is that if a second
operation is applied to the result ofthe first, as in ‘(a + b) X c’,no
brackets are needed: the Polish notation for this would be
‘X + a b c’, whereas in the case of the formula ‘a + (b X c)’ it
would be ‘+ a X b c’.
For machine use this system has the disadvantage that the
order in which the operator-symbols occur in the formula is the
reverse of the order in which the operations are supposed to be
performed. It is perfectly feasible, however, to use a ‘reverse
Polish’ notation in which the operationsfollow the operands: i.e.
in place of ‘a + b’ we can write ‘a b +’, and in place of
‘(a + b) X c’we can write ‘ab + c X’. This is in some sense a
natural order so far as calculation is concerned: we never call for
an operation without having first specified what quantities it is to
be carried out on. It is in fact now easy to demonstrate that each
symbol of a formula can be regarded as a machine instruction.
Let us imagine that we have a number of storage locations
arranged in a linear order and reserved as working-space in
connexion with the arithmetic unit. I shall refer to these locations
collectively as ‘the accumulator’ and to individual locations as
‘cells’. When a number is required for an arithmetic operation it
is placed in the first vacant cell, i.e. in cell 1 if this does not
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already contain a number, otherwise in cell 2 or etc., and when a
diadic operation such as addition or multiplication is carried out
it is always on the numbers most recently transferred in, i.e. the
numbers in the last two occupied cells. The operation of
addition, more specifically, will be carried out by adding from
the last occupied cell to the next last, the last cell being ‘emptied’.
Now the result of any formula in ‘reverse Polish’ notation,
interpreted as a sequence of instructions, will be to calculate the
number represented by the formula and leave it in cell 1. For
example, the formula ‘a b + c X’ operates in detail as follows:
(i) ‘a’: number a transferred to cell 1.
(ii) ‘b’\ number b transferred to cell 2.
(iii) ‘+ ’: contents of cell 2 added to those of cell 1, leaving a + b
in cell 1 and cell 2 empty.
(iv) 'c': number c transferred to cell 2.
(v) ‘X contents of cell 2 multiplied by those of cell 1, result (a +
b) X c in cell 1 and cell 2 empty.
In this example only two cells are used. But if the formula has
been written in the equivalent from ‘c a b + X’, three cells would
first have been filled with numbers before any operations were
carried out. This system of having what might be called a
‘running accumulator’ has the advantage, implicit in the
mathematical symbolism, of permitting intermediate results to
be held pending the calculation of additional terms. A monadic
operator, i .e. an operator on a single number, will be written after
its operand in the same way and will represent an operation on
the number in the last occupied cell. Triadic and higher-order
operators are rare, but can be accommodated by the same
means. Algebraic formulae of any length and complexity can be
represented provided suitable operators are available. For
example the formula________________
s/a1 + 2ab cos 0 + b2
becomes
a 2 pow a b 2 6 cos X X X + b 2 pow + V
where ‘pow’ (short for ‘power’) is a diadic operator such that ‘a b
pow’ represents ab, and ‘cos’ is of course monadic.
Variables and Suffixes

Now let us look at some of the other properties of mathe
matical notation. Numbers can be written in a mathematical
formula directly as a sequence of the numerals 0-9 with or
without a decimal point; and it would be very convenient, if not
strictly necessary, to be able to write them in this way in a
programme. It is fairly easy to concort a method of interpreting
individual figures as instructions in such a way that the overall
effect of a sequence of numerals is to place the number
concerned in the next vacant cell of the accumulator. Algebraic
representation is more important, however, since provided some
means is available of identifying numbers with letters any
constant number required can be represented by a letter anyway.
The most obvious interpretation of algebraic variables is that
they should represent storage locations; or more precisely, that
each algebraic variable should represent an instruction to
transfer the number in a certain storage location to the next
vacant cell of the accumulator, a storage location being provided
corresponding with each letter of the alphabet. This, however, is
only a start, because the entire resources of the Latin and Greek
alphabets are insufficient to name even the fast-access storage
locations in a modem computer, and many more numbers are
required in some problems. How does mathematics manage to
formulate these problems? I think the answer lies in suffixnotation..
Suffixes have at least three functions. In the first place they
indefinitely enlarge the alphabet, since after one has ran through
a, b, c, etc. one can start ona;, bp Cj etc. and then a2, b2, c, and so
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on. But one can also have algebraic suffixes, and this leads us to
their second function: they enable us to classify numbers into
groups and to generalize about members of a group or. to indicate
the performance of some operation involving the members of the
group as a whole. Thus if an operation is to be carried out on a
group of numbers xt, x2,... x8, say, we indicate it as carried out
on 'Xj and make a note in the margin about the range of values of
■ j; and this simple notational trick is a sort of analogue of a loop in
a present-day flow diagram.
The third facility that suffixes provide is a rudimentary
‘function’ notation. A set of values of a function can be
represented by a variable with a range of suffix-values; and when
an algebraic suffix is used it may be considered as representing,
albeit usually on a different scale, the argument of the function.
Thus, Xj is a function ofj, and the symbol x' can be considered
as a sort of operator-symbol. It follows that to conform with
‘reverse Polish’ notation we whould write it after the symbol ‘j’;
and sincej is an ordinary variable we should write it as such and
not (as in ordinary notation) provide a special range of suffixsymbols. Actually it is the suffixed variable and not the suffix
which should have a special notation. For simplicity, however,
we might prefer to have one special symbol rather than an
alphabet of them, and I suggest the symbol ‘ I ’, written between
the two. For example, for ‘Xj’ we can srite j lx’. One additional
symbol, e.g. ‘II’, would enable us to deal similarly with
double suffixes: thus for 'a,f we write ‘i /II a’.
As an instruction, the symbol ‘ I ’ means ‘take the number m
the last occupied cell and treat it as a suffix of the following
symbol’; and ‘II’ similarly. A combination of symbols such as
‘j lx’, considered as a whole, can then be used to transfer a
number from a special range of storage positions to the
accumulator, the number store being divided into portions
reserved for (i) unsuffixed variables, (ii) singly-suffixed
variables, and (iii) doubly-suffixed variables. Once this is done,
the logic of the notation, together with that of the algebra system
outlined already, automatically guarantees the provision of a
very large slice ofthe facilities normally associated with suffixes.
Thus an arithmetic operation may be used in the suffix: e.g. for
‘aJ+n ’ we can write simply j n + I a ’. Suffixed suffixes may also
be used, as in ‘ajf, since without any further symbols we can
write this in the form 'k \j I a The limits on the uses of this and
allied notations are not so such logical as technical ones, namely
store size and access time; for there must presumably be a limit
to the permissible numerical magnitudes of suffixes, and even
with a very moderate limit - say 32 - we find that one ‘matrix’
corresponding with double-suffixed variable takes up an
appreciable fraction of the fast-access storage likely to be
available.
Repetitive Operations

I have said that ordinary mathematics indicates repetition of
an operation for a range of suffix-values by means of a note in the
margin, e.g. ‘(/' = 1, 2,...«)’. This is, however, only part of the
truth: there are other cases for which special notations are
provided. An example of this is repeated summation, using the
n

symbol ‘2 ’, as for example in 2 a-pc,. I suggest that that this might
j=i 1 J

be written in the form
1 n 2 (/') ij Waj lx X ].
As a clue to the way in which individual symbols might be
interpreted as instructions here let us notice first that the
summand 7/I I aj I x X’ requires to be recalculated for each of a
range of values ofj. A summand is rather similar ta a subroutine ,
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‘called into control ’ by the summation symbol, and on completion
leading to a reversion of control to the point of interruption.
Furthermore, the possibility of nested subroutines is paralleled
by the possibility of nested summations and by the possibility of
subroutines occurring within summations or vice versa. It
follows that if some kind of provision is made for automatic
subroutining it goes some way towards meeting the case of
repetive operations.
The most important provision to be made towards automatic
subroutining is what I should call a ‘nesting register’: this is a
sequence of storage locations for instruction addresses and
operates one something like the principle of the running
accumulator. It may even regularly store, in its last occupied
cell, the address of the current instruction for use by control.
When a subroutine is called in, the address of its first instruction
is placed in the next vacant cell and becomes the current
instruction address, the point of interruption of the main
programme being indicated by the address in the last cell but one.
Then when the subroutine is completed the last occupied cell is
cancelled and control reverts to the point of interruption.
If the same system is adopted for repetitive operations some
indication is needed to distinguish the entries from those of
subroutines. It happens that it would also be very convenient to
store a number to indicate the upper terminal of the range of the
variable. Now a logic for the symbols in the formulation ‘abXQ)
. . . ]’ can be worked out something as follows. The first two
symbols, representing the range of summation , are first placed in
the accumulator as usual. The summation symbol places the
second of these together with the current instruction address in
the next vacant cell of the nesting register, and also removes the
number a to the place in the accumulator originally occupied by
b, and clears the cell originally occupied by a. The following
symbol ‘(/‘)’ is a ‘name’ symbol, and performs a sort of inverse
operation of that performed by the variable symbol ]’: it
transfers the number in the last occupied cell to store, but without
clearing the cell. (A range of symbols of this kind is needed in any
case.) In the present instance this is equivalent to ‘putting/ equal
to a’. The summand is then calculated normally, and its
termination is marked by the bracket-symbol *]’, which operates
to cancel the last occupied cell of the nesting register, i.e. to
return control to the instruction indicated by the last cell but one;
this is of course the summation symbol. On recall, the summation
symbol operates to store a progressive total in the cell marked
out (the cell originally occupied by the symbol ‘a ’) and add one to
the variable of summation and repeat the procedure; unless the
upper terminal has been reached, in which case the sum is left in
the accumulator alone.
There are various alternative ways in which these operations
might be carried out, and some of them might be simpler in
practice than the above. Repeated summation is, of course, not
the only operation of this class: alterations of detail give the
operations of repeated product, repeated logical sum and
product, and integration by Simpson’s rule. A general ‘repeat’
operation, representing simply an instruction to repeat an
arbitrary specified sequence of operations for each of a range of
parameter-values, can be provided analogously: this is the
analogue of the notation ‘(/ = 1,2,For example, in place
of
Put tj ~ a? (j = 1, 2, . . . n)
we can write
1 n rep (/')/1 a 2 pow/ I (t); ].
Here ‘rep’ denotes the general repetitive operation. (The
symbols /1 (t)’ represents a ‘suffixed name’, and the symbol
cancels the last occupied cell of the accumulator.)
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Conditional Instructions

Such a notation appears to be capable of coping with most of
the applications requiring repetition of instructions, and hence
explicit ‘looping’ of programmes is hardly needed. The need for
‘discrimination’ is also reduced. There appear still to be cases,
however, requiring these latter facilities, and it is necessary to
consider how best they can be introduced into a scheme of this
kind. I shall consider discrimination first.
Mathematics has no very satisfactory notation for dis
crimination: the nearest approach seems to be an arrangement
such as:

On the other hand, formal logic has something to say on the
subject, at least in principle: it can be pointed out that the basic
requirement is for a logic of conditional instructions, of the form
‘Ifp then A ’, where p is aproposition and A an instruction. If we
assume that we shall have some symbol or symbols to represent
the ‘if... then .. .’operation, what we are lacking is primarily a
means of representingpropositions. Now there is one important
way in which propositions occur in mathematics, and that is in
the form of equations and inequations. It is accordingly
appropriate to introduce symbols such as “=’, *<’, ‘>’ and so on
(or a selection of them) and treat them as diadic operators which
operate on pairs of numbers to give propositions. Numerically a
proposition can be represented by its ‘truth-value’, i.e. a digit
(say the sign-digit) to indicate whether it is true or false. If we use
‘1’ for true and ‘0’ for false we accord with the usual computer
convention for Boolean operations; and these may incidentally
be introduced and will have their usual meanings when inter
preted as operators on propositions. For example, if ‘&’
represents the Boolean ‘and’ operation the proposition
‘a < x < b’ can be represented as the conjunction of the
propositions ‘a <x’and x < b ’ taking the form ax <xb <
It might be mentioned in passing that a minor modification to
the method of indicating truth-values - namely the use of ‘all
ones ’ for true and ‘not all ones ’ for false -permits the direct use of
this symbolism for the checking of the truth of falsehood of
logical formulae by the ‘truth-table’ method.
We can represent the conditional instruction ‘Ifp then A ’ in
some such form as p -* A ]’: for example, the instruction ‘Ifx =y
add n to the number in the accumulator’becomes ‘xy = — n + ]’.
Methods can be devised of handling nesting of conditional
instructions using the nesting register.
Control Transfer

‘Control transfer’ instructions represent the biggest problem
in this kind of notation; and none of the suggestions I can offer is
completely satisfactory. Since the whole point of the notation is
to save the programmer from having to worry about addresses
inside the machine it is undesirable at this stage to demand that
he specify the instruction address to which control is to be
transferred. An alternative is to insert recognizable ‘markers’ in
the programme and provide means of instructing that control be
transferred to such-and-such a marker; but unless the machine
can be persuaded, say, to make a list of all marker addresses
while reading in a programme, this involves a search for the
appropriate marker and is presumably ruled out on the grounds
of speed.
The most important case of control transfer is that of
subroutine entry; and in this case it seems less objectionable to
demand listing (automatic or not) of instruction addresses. For
the rest there are some hopes that control transfer may be
unnecessary in other cases if a sufficiently flexible system of
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conditional instructions can be found. This possibility, however,
requires more study and I shall not enlarge on it here.
General Points
In addition to the facilities so far discussed, a machine must of
course have certain others of a routine nature such as for the
reading in of data and printing out of results. These introduce no
new logical points and we may take them as given. It is now
possible to visualize the general shape a machine designed to use
such a code might take. It would have a ‘running accumulator’
and ‘nesting register’ as described, and a number-store arranged
on something like the pattern indicated, though there are
modifications to this pattern which might result in greater
flexibility. Instructions would be stored separately from
numbers; and since ‘instruction modification’ is not required the
instruction store could be of a simplified ‘non-erasable’ kind. It
would not need to be very large since the instruction-language is
a very compressed one and requires not more than about eight
binary digits per instruction word.
It should perhaps be emphasized that this would be as
‘general purpose’ a machine as any in operation. There is one
simple and straightforward way of crystallizing a design of this
kind and checking its adequacy, and that is by using an existing
machine to simulate the envisaged one. This is done by preparing

a so-called ‘interpretive’ programme for the existing machine
such that it will accept programmes in the new code and
perform analogues of the operations required by them: the only
thing sacrificed is speed. I have prepared such a programme for
UTECOM and tested a code closely resembling the one
described by using it to write programmes for a number of
problems, including linear equations, definite integration, sort
ing and the calculation of statistical parameters from data. Such
programmes could usually be written in a matter of a few minutes
and were usually fault-free, the calculation being completed in a
single uninterrupted machine session.
Some inadequacies of the initial conception were uncovered
in the course of this research, and there remains the engineering
problem, On the other hand, it is clear that there are many
possibilities of theoretical developments along the lines I have
mentioned, and it should be fairly clear that seemingly technical
problems can often be met and solved in this field simply by
some basic re-thinking.
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Book Reviews
KERR, D.M., BRAITHWAITE, K„ METROPOLIS, N„ SHARP, D.H. and
ROTA, G.-C. (Ed.) (1984): Science, Computers and the Human
Onslaught, Academic Press, Orlando and London, xiii + 276 pp.,
SUS29.50.
This is a collection of 20 papers presented at a meeting in Los Alamos in
June 1981. The book's title might lead one to expect it to be a
contribution to the growing literature on the general social effects of
computer-based technological change. However, the preface makes
clear that the more specific focus is the need, because of ever-growing
volumes of information (or data?) in the computer age, for clearer
concepts of information, understanding of the relation between
information and cognition, and attention to the consequent social
challenges at a strategic level.
The objective of the meeting ... was to assess how recent and
projected developments in science and technology could help meet
the need for more effective methods of processing and analyzing
large quantities of information.
The speakers collectively advanced and elaborated three major
themes: (1) that there is an information onslaught; (2) that
computers and their developing capabilities are intimately involved,
both as part of the problem and as part of the solution; (3) that
coping with the information onslaught will require more than doing
more rapidly, or on a grander scale, what we do now. It will require
a more sophisticated understanding of the nature and use of
information, which in turn will have to be incorporated into our
information processing systems. [Preface, p. xii.]
The result is a stimulating, but extraordinarily heterogeneous, book.
The contributors brought to the meeting a wide range of backgrounds
and disciplinary perspectives. The papers, ranging from a mere five or
six pages to one of 36 pages, canvass such bewilderingly diverse topics
as (United States) national security; the philosophical analysis of the
human use of information; the analysis of intentionality and its relation
to automata theory and to evolution; the problem of measurement in
quantum mechanics and the limits to the validity of physics; the
axiomatic (group-theoretic) basis of projective geometry; the need for
'middlemen' to analyse and compress information for use by scientists
and engineers (with the Three Mile Island nuclear accident presented as
an illustration of information overload and failure, and the growth of
geophysical data as another example); the future role of libraries;
research in the design of very large-scale, highly parallel computers and
of very powerful multiprocessor supercomputers on a single chip; the
current state of computer speech recognition and synthesis and human
speech perception; computational linguistics with specific reference to
natural language query systems; cryptanalysis in World War II; and the
use and misuse of information in decision-making about military and
other government projects — and the irrelevance of such information
and marginal cost-benefit analysis to political decisions. Another paper
discusses six different 'leading edge' applications of computers by
Sandia Corporation. The last chapter (except for an attempt to find
consensus from cacophony) casts a wan look at science education in
the U.S. and the low status of secondary teaching. It does not, however,
refer to the need for studies of science, technology and society, and in
this (and other respects) the material in the book is already slightly
dated.
A seminal paper by Burks discusses the relation of intentionality to
information processing and control in organisms and automata. Burks
draws upon the notions of general control and automata theory of
Wiener, von Neumann and Turing, the philosophical edifice and
particularly the teleology of C.S. Peirce (which he extends), Fisher's
statistical analysis of Mendelian genetics, and an understanding of the
simulations possible with contemporary computers, in an attempt to
present a coherent and comprehensive explanatory theory of inten
tional goal-directed systems. He unashamedly begins with the
reductionist assumption that 'a finite automaton, deterministic or pro
babilistic, can perform all natural human functions' [p.30] — still a matter
of no little controversy, as philosophers continue to debate the 'mindbody problem' — and sketches the essential features of a robot model
which he claims can completely simulate the process of biological
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evolution. Such a conceptually packed work does not make for light
reading, but is a brilliant and thought-provoking tour de force.
Wood of Livermore Laboratories presents a much less eclectic, more
loosely argued, and also a far more speculative paper, which is based
on the development of a supercomputer on a single silicon crystal,
designed to have an order of magnitude more power than a CRAY-1.
This would make use of redundancy to be immune to single-point
failure, comprise at least 16 processors, and by 'mid-decade' is
estimated to cost about ten dollars. He then postulates the
development relatively soon of silicon implants as mental prostheses
for human beings, giving rise to a new hybrid, semi-conductor form.
Further, if these hybrids are able to reprogram themselves and transfer
their 'mental functions' to semiconductors, then they may achieve
physical immortality and genetically supersede mere human beings.
This argument is presented neither as science fiction nor, apparently,
with tongue in cheek!
Despite - indeed because of - such amazing breadth and
eclecticism, the book is more thought-provoking than many more
coherent books by individual authors on the 'Information Society', and
most of the contributions avoid the naivete and banality of so much
more popular writing.
Although inevitably uneven and varying in style (which ranges from
the severely academic to transcripts of chatty and anecdotal oral
presentations), the papers are mostly well written, and it would be hard
to fault the personal authority of most contributors in their individual
specialisations. They have in general not sacrificed precision or rigour in
communicating to a cross-disciplinary audience. Some writers err in the
other direction: Petrick's substantial and comprehensive review of
research in computational linguistics is not for the faint-hearted or those
without considerable familiarity with context-free and transformational
grammars.
Who would wish to buy this book? Few would be deeply interested
- let alone truly claim competence - in all the fields that are discussed.
It is unlikely therefore to be sought as a work for personal reference.
However, it could be a sensible library purchase for many institutions
and is worth perusal by those working in computing with a real concern
for the societal and intellectual significance of their field. Those who
teach computing could also do worse than ask their senior students to
present seminars on some of the topics surveyed, as part of the courses
that should be included on the social studies of science and technology.
Barry W. Smith
The Australian National University
BONDY, J.A. and MURTY, U.S.R. (Ed.) (1984): Progress in Graph Theory,
Academic Press, 530pp., SUS59.50.
The University of Waterloo celebrated its 25th anniversary in 1982, and
the Department of Combinatorics and Optimization marked the
occasion with a three week conference in Discrete Mathematics. One
of these weeks was devoted to Graph Theory; "Progress in Graph
Theory" is the proceedings of this week.
There are two invited papers.
The first of these, by Bela Bollobas, summarises a series of lectures
on Random Graphs. This paper includes a brief introduction to the
necessary probability theory and some standard models of random
graphs. Then follow sections on degree sequences (such as estimates
for the maximum degree of a random graph), small subgraphs
(estimates for the probability that a graph contains a small subgraph),
the Erdos-Renyi "evolutionary" viewpoint, and the automorphism
groups of random graphs. Finally, a brief survey of the less common
models of random graphs is given. The paper contains an extensive
bibliography. The paper could be a good basis for a graduate course on
Random Graphs, and provides reference material for researchers in this
area.
The second invited paper summarises Carsten Thomassen's series of
lectures on Planar Representations of Graphs, that is, drawings of
graphs so that edges don't cross. Thomassen collects and unifies many
old and new results. Much of the early work of Tutte on convex
representations (where each face is a convex polygon) is covered .in a
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concise and readable way. Some new specialised results on rectangular
representations (where each face is a rectangle) and k-gon (each face
has k vertices) representations are clearly explained. Some results on
convex representations of infinite graphs are given. Many of the results
in this paper have practical significance: they can be translated into
algorithms to draw graphs in a particular way.
There are 35 contributed papers spanning a wide variety of topics in
Graph Theory. Many are narrow in scope, adding a little knowledge to
little known problems. But others have important implications in both
Graph Theory and Theoretical Computer Science. The survey of results
on graph width by Seymour and Robertson provides a useful
introduction to an area which promises to have deep implications for
Complexity Theory. Several papers make important contributions in the
area of Graph Algorithms.
Graph Theory is hot a central topic in Computer Science and at a
price of nearly SA100.00 this volume is not going to grace many
shelves. However, it certainly documents some of the recent Progress
in Graph Theory and would be a useful addition to the Library of any
institution with an interest in Discrete Mathematics.

detail in one of the survey papers in this volume. Other packages to
deal with finite soluble groups, to calculate group character tables and
to construct modular characters are also described. These vary
considerably in their portability and hence availability to users other
than the author. CAYLEY, however, has been widely distributed and
currently is in.use at about 80 sites in nearly 20 countries, and is used in
both teaching and research.
well as group theorists will find this book valuable. I have bought this
book for myself and I have found it good value despite the $95.00 cost.
The editor has done an excellent job as all the articles are well written
and make significant contributions either to the knowledge of the
subject or as expositions of facets of the subject.

Peter Eades
University of Queensland

The book consists of a selection from the refereed papers
presented at a conference on reliability held at Charlotte, North
Carolina, during 1983. It covers three main topics:
1. Stochastic failure models.
2. Optimal maintenance and replacement policies.
3. Reliability structures, computability and approximations.
In addition, there are three presentations by applied research
groups in the U.S. Air Force. They were given at a special session
entitled "U.S. Air Force Perspectives on Failure Models and
Reliability/Availability/Maintainability".
There are interesting studies of recently introduced concepts
such as the "shock and wear" models of Esary, Marshall and
Proschan, the "minimal repair action" models of Ascher and
Feingold, the "imperfect maintenance" models of Brown and
Proschan, and the optimal replacement policies for shock models
of Gottlieb et a/. Two papers deal with accelerated life testing,
and two with calculation of network reliability.
The book will be of interest to workers in theoretical reliability
and should be on the reference shelves of all libraries serving
research groups with interests in reliability.
AM. Hasofer

David Hunt
University of New South Wales

ABDEL-HAMEED, M.S., CINLAR, E. & QUINN, J. (Eds.) (1984):
Reliability Theory and Models, Academic Press Inc. (London)
Ltd., xii 4- 303 pp., $US37.50.

ATKINSON, M.D. (Ed.) (1984): Computational Group Theory,
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society Symposium on
Computational Group Theory, Academic Press, 375 pp., $95.10.
Since about 1970 the digital computer has had considerable impact on
various sections of pure and applied mathematics. In some cases this
has led to the development of new areas of research which cannot
easily be classified as either Mathematics or Computer Science.
Computational Group Theory is such a subject area which also is not
really a part of Computer Algebra. The volume under review contains
some thirty papers arranged in three sections: finitely presented groups,
finite groups, and permutation groups and combinatorics. The editor
claims the proceedings comprise a fairly complete survey of
computational group theory and hopes that they will serve as a
springboard for new workers entering the field. His claim is justifiable as
the core of the scientific programme was the contribution of six key
speakers: John Cannon, John Conway, John Leech, Joachim Neubuser,
Michael Newman and Charles Sims (two of these, Cannon and
Newman, are Australians), all of whom are leading researchers in
computational^ group theory.
Pe'rfiaps it would be helpful to explain the importance of group
theory in mathematics and some of the reasons for the development of
computational group theory. A group is a set with one operation which
is closed, associative, has an identity and each element has an inverse.
Groups arise naturally within the usual number systems and also as the
automorphisms of any mathematical object whatsoever. (An
automorphism is a bijective [structure-preserving] map of the object to
itself.) Both finite and infinite groups exist and only the abelian finite
groups (those in which the operation is commutative) are fully
understood. Now every finite-group is "finitely presented" in the sense
that it has a finite number of generators and a finite number of relations.
For example, the non-abelian group of order 6, S, = <a,b | a2 » bJ
= (ab)J * 1>. Problems which arise in studying finitely presented
groups, in particular aspects of coset enumeration, are discussed in
several of the papers in the first section of the book. Studying
presentations of groups is not just theoretical as several of the 26
sporadic finite simple groups discovered over the last twenty years
have been shown to exist using coset enumeration techniques. These
groups are called sporadic in that they do not fit into the infinite families
of simple matrix groups and simple permutation groups. However they
are large — of the order of 10“ - hence very ingenious techniques have
been developed to deal with their presentations.
The initial uses of computers in group theory were all to assist in
solving particular group theoretic problems - for example, to calculate
large group character tables or to show .that particular groups were
finite by coset enumeration. A natural development and one which has
occurred is that general systems have been developed that can be used
to answer almost any question about any group, modulo limitations on
, computer time and space. The most sophisticated of these, CAYLEY,
. developed at the University of Sydney by John Cannon is described in
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QUEINNEC, C. (1984): LISP, MacMillan Publishers Ltd., 156 pp.,
$15.95.
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When a new book appears on a time worn subject with a large
existing literature it is fair to ask: what has this book to offer which
was r.ot previously available? It is difficult to isolate any major
issue in answer to this question. Rather it seems to be a book
written by a LISP enthusiast for the joy of writing a LISP book. We
have plenty of evidence that the author is a LISP enthusiast: the
Preface indicates that the author wants to .. win you over to
LISP". And on p.100 we read that ". . . LISP is the supreme
interactive language", and p.131 tells us of". . . this fantastic
means of expression - LISP". To be fair to the author, the book
was originally written in French, and a change of emphasis may
have occurred in the otherwise very good translation.
A reasonable way to judge the book is perhaps to consider the
three questions the author in the Preface proposes to answer:
1. What is LISP?
2. How do we program LISP?
3. What can we do in LISP?
The first of these questions is answered in the first section
entitled "(FIRST STEPS IN LISP)". This starts off introducing LISP
objects and primitive functions, with unusually sensible names
like "first" and "rest", but these are soon corrected to the more
normal "car" and "cdr". Any illusions that the book may be taking
a purely functional view of LISP initially, is shattered by p.13
when "set" comes on the scene, with its BASIC analogue " LET"
mentioned, in fact throughout we find brief references to
analogues of LISP (non functional) features in BASIC and less
frequently FORTRAN. There is no other evidence that the book is
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aimed at users of these languages, except in the liberal use of LISP
"set". The first section is largely comprised of a "Micro-manual"
for LISP. The main weakness of this is that it is not aimed at any
particular implementation, but it is very comprehensive with
numerous examples. Consequently in answer to the question
"what is LISP" we have a brief introduction and a reference
manual.
The second issue being tackled is how the author programs in
LISP, which is being addressed by the second part of the book.
This includes a mixture of recursive functions, functions with
results accumulating arguments, data (property list) driven pro
gramming, and program schemes which take functions as
arguments, together with a section laying out the bare bones of a
LISP implementation with a detailed explanation of "nconc”. In
fact there are some powerful programming techniques presented
here, possibly rather briefly for a novice, or BASIC programmer.
Finally in chapter 10 we find an example of what the author
can do in LISP. He shows how the tools provided in the earlier
chapters can be used to program up a simple robot which can
accept named objects, stack them up and give them back. This is
all achieved through a simple natural language interface. Of
course the program is reasonably impressive, but the application
immediately struck the reviewer as one much better suited to a
pattern matching language such as Prolog. Indeed simple pattern
matching has to be implemented in LISP for this example.
In conclusion the major weakness of this book is its brevity. It
does not aim to be a gentle low level introduction, which would
be acceptable in a short book. Rather it attempts to be a
reference manual for a basic LISP nucleus, and then exhibits
some thoroughly non-trival coding. One is left to ponder who the
book is aimed at.
P. A Collier
University of Tasmania

BUNDY, A. (1983): The Computer Modelling of Mathematical Reasoning,
Academic Press, 322 pp., SUS15.00 (paperback).
This book is an excellent introduction to the techniques used to
automate mathematical reasoning. It is primarily intended to be used as
a textbook for students of logic and artificial intelligence, but it would
appeal to anyone interested in the philosophy of mathematics and the
psychology of problem solving. Mathematicians might want to read it
to find out if there is any danger of them being replaced by computers
in the near future (one of the appendices contains some artificial
mathematicians). It is not necessary to know anything about formal
logic to read the book, but some knowledge of mathematics is
required, for instance, the reader should know what a set and a group
are.
The book is well written in a conversational style, and is (mostly)
easy to read. Extensive use is made of examples to motivate and
illustrate the concepts discussed, and there are exercises scattered
thoughout the book to test the reader's understanding. As the exercises
are of an elementary nature and there are not very many exercises on
each topic, they would probably have to be supplemented by further
exercises of the lecturer's devising if the book were to be used as the
major text for a course.
The book is logically set out. It is divided into five parts of about four
chapters each, together with an introductory chapter, a concluding
chapter and four appendices one of which contains solutions to all of
the exercises. Most chapters conclude with a summary and suggestions
for further reading.
The first two parts provide a concise (perhaps a little too concise)
introduction to formal logic covering the propositional and predicate
calculi, lambda calculus, and resolution theorem proving. Parts III and
IV cover various aspects of mathematical reasoning, and how they can
be imitated by computers; the author compares and contrasts the way
in which human mathematicians do mathematics to the ways in which
computers have been made to do mathematics. Part V is a look at the
technical aspects of the subject like clausal forms and proofs of the
soundness and completeness of resolution theorem proving. The
concluding chapter gives some examples of the ways in which "artificial
mathematicians" may be and have been used.
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Overall, I think that the author has succeeded in producing a clear
and readable introduction to a complex and difficult subject. The book
will be a useful addition to my bookshelf, and I would recommend it to
anyone interested in this fascinating part of artificial intelligence.
Alan Tonisson
University of New South Wales

SHIRAI, Y. and TSUJII, j. (1984): Artificial Intelligence: Concepts,
Techniques and Applications, John Wiley & Sons, 177 pp., £10.50 Stg.
With the recent exposure of Al as a dynamic new field, one expects a
proliferation of a few good and possibly many bad books. This book is
one of the better ones, providing an extremely concise summary of
important work in the field up to 1982. This seems to be due to
suspicious correlations with Nilsson's and Winston's books. The book
does more than summarise these works, it concentrates on techniques
and applications in broad areas. The authors largely succeed in this, but
get bogged down in a relatively minor area: AND/OR graphs. Also,
considering recent efforts in Japan, one might expect some emphasis
towards PROLOG based languages, but the traditional LISP languages
are retained. This lack of emphasis may be because the original
publication was in Japanese in 1982, and has only recently been
translated, although no trace of awkwardness was encountered.
The book's best feature is that it provides a compact overview of the
field with extremely clear examples. The examples are complete and
thorough, eliminating any guesswork in interpretation of the authors'
intent. A familiarity with programming or algorithms is assumed, and
the reader is carefully led through problems, representation, searching,
decomposition, Al languages, knowledge, and human intelligence.
State of the art knowledge is presented, and it is well exemplified.
The chapter headings are:
Introduction
Representation of Problems
Searching Techniques
Solving Problems by Decomposition
Control of Problem-solving
languages for Artificial Intelligence
Representation and Use of Knowledge
Towards Human Intelligence
To indicate the flavour of the book, issues range from hill climbing,
A*, edge detection, and monkey and bananas' plans, to unification;
backward deduction, and resolution proofs. A particularly interesting
section concerns demons and demon management. However, like the
rest of the text, no development or new insights are provided. The
principle is described clearly (with illustrations), but the more
knowledgeable researcher is left desiring more.
As a handy, usable reference describing techiques of Al; the book is
well worth the cost. For the more serious researcher treatment of some
areas is lacking, but even so the conciseness renders the volume worthy
of any collection. Recommended!
David V. Hume
University of New South Wales

YEMINI,Y., STROM, R. and YEMINI, S. (Eds.) (1985): Protocol
Specification, Testing and Verification, IV, North Holland,
Amsterdam, 720 pp., $US75.00.
This volume contains the proceedings of the Fourth International
Workshop on Protocol Specifications, Testing and Verification,
and consists of forty-one papers divided into eight sections. The
section names do not always accurately describe the papers
within them, so they should not be taken too seriously when
searching for a paper on a particular topic Indeed some sections
could have been eliminated and their contents presented else
where. The eight sections are:
(I) Protocol Verification Techniques-most of the eight papers in
this section deal with developments of existing techniques such
as backward execution of protocols, algebraic and temporal logic
specification techniques and modelling with finite state
machines. The first paper discusses the complementary roles of
simulation, Petri net analysis and formal proof techniques.
Another interesting paper presents a method of modelling a
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protocol as a set of disjoint phases. Each phase is modelled as a
network of communicating finite state machines, which are then
combined into a larger phase. Properties of this larger phase can
be derived from those of the constituent phases. One or two
papers are of more theoretical interest, such as the discussion of
the decidability of livelock detection in general networks.
(II) Combined Tools for Design, Verification and Implementation
-two of the three papers in this section describe automated tools
to produce an implementation of a protocol in a programming
language such as Pascal or C from a formal specification of the
protocol. The third paper reviews recent work on the use of
formal specifications for protocol design, implementation and
testing.
(III) Applying Protocol Specification Techniques - two of the
three papers in this section describe the use of extended Petri
nets to model parts of TCP and OSI protocols respectively. The
latter became bogged down in OSI terminology. The third paper
discussed the use of the protocol description language (PDIL) to
model the NADIR transport protocol for use on satellite channels.
All three papers could easily have been incorporated into other
sections.
(IV) Protocol Specification and Verification - this is the largest
section in the book with eleven papers. Several of the papers
describe specification and verification techniques based on
Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS). LOTOS, the
formal
description
technique
being
developed
in
ISO/TC97/SC16/WG1, is related to CCS, and is used in two
papers to specify the ISO transport and presentation protocols
respectively. Several authors illustrate their techniques by apply
ing them to a subset of the ISO transport protocol. A novel
approach described in one paper was the specification of this
protocol in Prolog, allowing a specification to be run as a
"generator" and "recognizer" of legal service behaviour. A paper
which seemed somewhat out of place was the description of the
MON DAN system used to control experiments at a nuclear test
facility.
(V) Protocol Synthesis- the first of the three papers in this section
describes a method of synthesizing protocols from serial pro
grams by applying program transformations. The second
describes a specification formalism based on an extension of
attributed grammars, allowing specification of concurrency and
time constraints.
(VI) Performance Analysis - standard modelling techniques
(FSM, Petri nets) are extended with timing parameters to derive
performance measures (such as throughput, delay, chanel utiliza
tion, etc).
(VII) Protocol Testing-the five papers in this section summarize
experience gained in the area of protocol implementation test
ing. Four of the five present a variety of approaches to, and tools
for, testing end systems. The fifth concentrates on techniques for
testing internetwork gateways.
(VIII) Additional Papers - the final two papers of the book come
from authors who were denied permission to attend the work
shop by their universities. The first deals with on-line per
formance measurements of protocol performance. The second
surveys a variety of validation techniques and discusses their role
in the protocol production process.
A wide range of topics is covered in the book and, by and large,
covered well. However, some of the papers suffer in the trans
lation from the authors' native tongue into English.
Murray Andrews
Noble Park, Victoria
BENNETT, J.M. and PEARCEY, T. (Ed.) (1984): Proceedings ot the Seventh
International Conference on Computer Communication, NorthHolland Publishing Company, 893 pp. Price not given.
The Seventh International Conference on Computer Communication
(ICCC'84) was held in Sydney in October 1984. The conference was
jointly organised by the Overseas Telecommunications Commission
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(Australia) and Telecom Australia and its aim was to present the global
state-of-the-art in computer communications. The emphasis in
computer communication was on communication. This reviewer
attended, the conference and found it to be most interesting and
informative. This assessment was shared by many other attendees. The
papers were of high quality, practically oriented and in many cases
presented by authors who were able to comment with authority on the
telecommunication policies and network development plans of various
nations.
The conference proceedings cover over 900 pages, and contain 141
papers from 19 countries and brief summaries of five panel sessions.
The papers were presented in four streams and the papers in the
proceedings are arranged by order of presentation within these
streams. In view of the range of topics covered and the generally high
quality of the papers, it would be misleading and futile to focus here on
the content of particular papers. Instead we shall attempt to provide
here a survey of the range of topics covered.
Stream A covers public data networks and computer communication
services. Authors from the UK, France, Switzerland, Sweden, Spain,
Australia, Japan, Canada, US and Germany describe developments in
their countries in the area of public data networks. In particular a
complete session (four papers) deals with the Information Network
System, an integrated services digital network in Japan and another
session deals with public data network services provided by AT&T in
the US. Yet another session covers the consequences of disaggregation
of AT&T on January 1st, 1984 into a number of independent companies
as a result of an antitrust action.
Sessions in Stream A are also devoted to packet switched data
networks (France, Australia, Canada), Teletex and electronic mail
services (Australia, UK, Canada and Japan), Videotex (Germany,
Australia, Japan), and deregulation (Australia, US, Canada). Other
papers deal with interworking between telephone and data networks,
developments in Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN), the
description of an electronic library in Japan, telemetering application
and STRATPLAN, the distributed computer network under development
by the Australian Department of Social Security.
Stream B covers office automation, local area networks, packet
switched networks and advanced corporate network applications. In
addition, a session is devoted to the impact of computer communi
cation on society. It should be noted that whereas computing
professionals often view office automation as an extension of the data
processing function from structured data to text and other forms of
data, communication professionals, taking a different viewpoint of
essentially the same subject area, use the term to refer to integrated
communication systems for voice, text, data, image etc. usually based
on computer controlled digital PABXs, digital local transmission
networks and terminal devices which incorporate the functions of tele
phones, word processors and computer terminals. A set of papers, of
considerable interest to computer professionals describe such systems
in Germany, Japan, Canada and Sweden. In addition a complete session
of three papers is devoted to COMNET, a broadband voice, video and
data network for the Canadian House of Commons. Other sessions
cover human-machine interfaces, work station and terminal design and
interworking in local area networks.
The second half of Stream B is devoted to wide area network
management, design and performance, with emphasis on packet
switching, looking at these topics from the viewpoint of the service user
rather than the service provider.
Stream C deals with switching and transmission technology,
standards, protocols and network design - from the service provider's
viewpoint. Two sessions are dedicated each to switching and
transmission, satellite communications, protocols and standards and
ISDN. Four sessions treat various aspects of interworking between
different and similar types of networks and network design and routing.
While this stream is probably of more direct interest to communication
specialists than to computer professionals, most papers are dearly
written and at the conceptual, rather than the detailed technical level.
Computer professionals who have a special interest in data communi
cations and some background knowledge in the field, would probably
find these papers much more meaningful and informative than the
oversimplified) superficial and often misleading treatments often
encountered in the popular computer press.
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Finally, Stream D deals with particular computer communication
networks at the application level and with miscellaneous special topics:
network performance, expert systems, Fifth Generation computers and
languages, electronic banking and computer communications security.
Three papers describe Telecom administration internal networks in
Australia, Japan and the US and seven describe internal networks at
universities and research institutions in Finland, UK, Italy, Japan, Canada
and a Europe-wide message network interworking scheme. These
university networks should not be discounted by professionals working
in the commercial arena, because such university networks were the
genesis of modern computer communication networks and many new
. developments are still occurring in that environment.
In summmary, this volume contains a wealth of information on the
topics mentioned and is an essential acquisition for computer science,
electrical engineering and information systems libraries. It is also a
valuable volume for libraries of large organizations or for individuals
who have an interest in advanced or new types of integrated data
networks and services. It should be noted that even though some time
has now elapsed since ICCC'84, this conference series is biennial and
the next conference will not be held until 1986. However, a word of
warning: with dimensions of 305 x 220 x 58 mms and weighing in at 2.4
Kgs this book cannot be recommended for bedtime reading. The fact
that the reviewer's copy had numerous pages included in duplicate, did
not help in this respect.
/. Kaunitz
AMP Society
REIJNS, G.L. and DAGLESS, E.L. (Eds.) (1984): Concurrent Languages in
Distributed Systems, North Holland, 163 pp., SUS32.75.
The title of this book is a little misleading, as it is more about
architectures than languages. To be fair, the full title is "Concurrent
languages in Distributed Systems Hardware Supported Implementation"
but the "Hardware Supported Implementation" bit isn't supported all
that well by the printing hardware, and has had to be put in a smaller
font on both the cover and title page, and omitted altogether from the
spine. A little misleading, since the order of words is reversed from that
of the title of the conference to which it relates. That conference was
the IFIP WG10.3 workshop on "Hardware Supported Implementation
on Concurrent Languages in Distributed Systems". The IFIP Working
Group has as its main activities "distributed and parallel computing",
and that really is the intended audience. As the editors point out: "the
development of distributed systems has been hampered for years due
to the lack of adequate programming concepts", and the aim of the
workshop was to highlight these problems. Once you understand that
the book is a book about languages for architects, rather than a book
about architectures for programmers, you will find the book quite
useful.
The book divides into 3 parts, namely:
Part i:
describes some architectures oriented towards the implementation of
concurrent languages, such as OCCAM, PATH PASCAL and ADA.
Readers with an active interest in architecture will find this group quite
seminal.
Part II:
details some proposals and implementations of various intercommuni
cation mechanisms for distributed systems. Again, a group of papers
mainly for the computer architect.
Part III:
is really a small group of papers that didn't fit well in the above
taxonomy. Two papers on performance issues, one on design tools for
distributed hardware (in particular, hardware description language,
simulator and synthesizer), and one on a design strategy and
architecture for building distributed embedded systems (an embedded
system is a computer system used as a component of a much larger
system, eg. as a control and monitoring system in an automobile).
Overall, I found this book to be quite worthwhile, and good value.
Most of the papers are clearly written and quite readable. Although it is
primarily directed at the architectural slice of the computing spectrum,
its audience will include adjacent areas, namely language
implementation issues and hardware design issues. One quote can
demonstrate what I mean — for example, those readers who feel that
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ADA is a retrograde step will find solace in the paper "Ada on
Distributed Hardware" by R.A. Stammers. In a very pithy paper (and he
doesn't mention LISP once!) he identifies several problem areas with
distributed ADA systems. He says "The fundamental problem is the
implicit assumption of a hardware model with a single memory". Here
is a very clear warning to all language designers!
In conclusion, I can wholeheartedly recommend this book to
researchers in language design and implementation, computer
architecture, and computer systems implementation.
john Hurst
Australian National University
ANDRE, F„ HERMAN, D. and VERJUS, J. (1985): Synchronisation of
Parallel Programs, North Oxford Academic, Oxford, UK, 110 pp.,
$US24.95 (paperback).
Program synchronisation has traditionally been the domain solely of
systems programmers as they wrestle with 'fork', 'join' and the other
(correctly named) "primitives". However, with the advent and
increasing use of distributed architectures and parallel programming
languages, programmers in other fields are finding a need to know and
understand the methods used for process control in a multiprocess
environment. This book gathers together ideas which have been
published over the last 20 years, starting with critical regions (Dijkstra,
1965), through "Monitors" (Hoare, 1974) to ADA's "Rendezvous". The
example of a swimming pool, where bathers represent processes, and
changing rooms and clothes baskets represent scarce resources, is used
throughout to illustrate the various approaches to synchronisation.
Although there are two chapters on 'implementation' (in shared
memory and other architectures respectively), the book does not hold
instructions for the implementation of monitors, semaphores etc. in your
favourite programming language. Rather, several example problems are
solved using each of the synchronisation mechanisms discussed. These
'implementations' of the swimming pool controller, the
producer/consumer problem's solution, etc., provide a convenient way
for the reader to compare the techniques, which previously have been
described only in various technical publications using a variety of styles
and examples.
Overall, the book provides a good tutorial introduction to the
problems involved in parallel programming, and to some of the
solutions which have been proposed.
References
DIJKSTRA, E.W. (1965): "Solution of a problem in distributed
programming control", Commun. ACM, Vol. 8(9), p. 569.
HOARE, C.A.R. (1974): "Monitors: An operating system structuring
concept", Commun. ACM, Vol. 17(11), pp. 549-57.
Peter Chubb
University of New South Wales
YOVITS, M.C. (Ed.) (1984): Advances
Academic Press, 377 pp., US$48.00.

in

Computers,
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23,

This book is the latest of the series that started in 1960. It contains
seven chapters dealing with completely separate topics, from arcade
games to sorting algorithms.
Supercomputers and VLSI discusses the need and selection of
architectures that can take full advantage of increasing chip density,
with an emphasis on the CHIP system. The tutorial material on chip
layout is good, but the assertion that the Von Neumann bottleneck was
not outlined until 1978 is questionable. The chapter would have been
strengthened by references to real problems, ones that incorporate
boundary conditions, for example.
The second chapter, Information and Computation, is fascinating as
it highlights the risks of using canned algorithms without a trace of
understanding their limitations. It also demonstrates the counterintuitive
nature of adaptive (stepwise) problem solving, a most intriguing result.
The mass impact of videogame technology is worth the price of the
book. To most computer people this is literally an arcane world.
Systems have to be extremely easy to learn, requiring high levels of skill,
exercise as many inputs as possible, stand up to extreme physical
abuse, and be cheap. As a model for computing use the games have
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Book Reviews
plenty of ideas to flow over; an eye-opening chapter.
Developments in Decisive Support Systems attempts to
demonstrate that this area is not just the latest fashion, as was MIS. It
fails, as typified by the sentence, "Just as a DBMS is useful in creating
and maintaining a KS, a SMS can be used to create a customised LS for a
DSS".
Digital Control Systems is an extremely practical treatise, including
source code and logic diagrams for practical control systems. Actual
practice, such as Collins Radio all-digital aircraft systems, has overtaken
the work reported in the chapter.
The sixth chapter on information privacy is a careful review of the
progress made throughout the world on identifying problems and
drafting legislation. In a way it is too careful. There are plenty of serious
incidents to raise real fears in the public consciousness. The article does
not quote any incidents and gives the impression that no real concern
should exist; this is a grave disservice to the reader, particularly in view
of the plans for an Australian ID card.
The last chapter concentrates on in-memory sorts and looks at how
multi-processor architectures could be employed to speed up the sort
process. A small section refers to practical work on current array and
vector mechanisms, but gives no results, neither is external sorting
considered in any depth.
In conclusion, the book is worth acquiring if one has the previous
volumes, and certainly for the chapter on videogames. The other
chapters tend to be uncertain in both scope and depth.
F. O'Brien
New South Wales Institute of Technology
AHMED, H„ CLEAVER, J.R.A. and JONES, C.A.C. (Eds.) (1983):
Microcircuit Engineering '83, Academic Press, 530 pp., $US29.50.
This book contains the proceedings of the September 1983, Cambridge
(UK) Microcircuit Engineering Conference. The Integrated Circuit (IC)
field is fast-moving and so some of this volume is bound to be out
dated; however, the sheer volume of current IC literature makes books
such as this valuable'for their review articles alone.
In my view the most relevant section of this book to Australia is on
photoresists, dealing with quite amazingly successful hardening
techniques and with further work on resists which form lift-off masks.
Another relatively low-technology section is devoted to dry etching
techniques but there would probably be little to interest Australian
readers here except for articles on dry-developed resists based on both
inorganic and organic media. As in all such conferences there are
obligatory large sections on electron beam, ion beam, x-ray and laser
lithography techniques, with good review articles provided on electron
and laser methods, and some alignment accuracy results given for
commercial alignment tools. The book finishes with some interesting
technology related to device scaling and chip inspection.
Results and problems with bipolar scaling are presented in a couple
of interesting articles, and finally the problems with electron beam
probing of IC devices are highlighted in several articles, while others
show what is possible using relatively non-selective probing of
operating chips.
I have mentioned here only a small number of the articles in this
volume, which will doubtless be of great use to any microlithographer.
C. Horowitz
University of New South Wales.
LEWIS, C. (1984): Managing With Micros, (Second Edition), Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, 200 pp., $14.95.
The principal focus of this book is the use to which microcom
puters can be put in management. The book is primarily directed
at showing managers with little or no computing expertise what
micros are and howthey might be used'to improve administrative
operations and managerial decision making It should also be
useful to consultants and teachers in the business computing
area.
A good, detailed introduction to micro systems hardware and
software is followed by an interesting chapter on the structure of
the micro industry in the U.K. and factors to be considered in
determining a suitable micro configuration.
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The remaining six chapters are devoted to the six major
applications of micros which cover the bulk of, applications
software in business: word processing, spreadsheets, database
management, accounting, stock control and payroll. ,
..
Each chapter contains a general discussion of the,application
and gives quite extensive examples of how particular commercial
packages can be used. For instance, the chapter on spreadsheets
and financial modelling applications works through examples of
stock portfolio analysis, cash flow analysis and demand forecast
ing using VISICALC and SUPERCALC. In addition, particular
features of four other packages are discussed.
Any author in this area should be wary of two pitfalls. On the
one hand, discussions are often too general, offering little
guidance to managers as to how an actual application could be
operationalised. On the other hand, discussions can be so closely
linked to the specific features of particular packages as to be of
little use to readers looking for a broader overview. Overall, this
book avoids both these problems and maintains a good balance
of the general and the particular. The text is well supported by
photographs, figures, tables, reproductions of screen displays
and printouts, and a glossary of terms.
I have only two reservations. First, the features that make this a
good English book (its references to the U.K. industry, prices,
suppliers, packages) could limit its usefulness to Australian
readers. Second, there is very little difference between this and
the first edition. The foreword admits that 90% of the text of the.
earlier edition has remained and the reader will be pressed to
find the new material. The foreword acknowledges that since the
first edition there have been considerable changes in the use of
the micro as a communications device rather than as an
independent processor, yet the book still focuses on the stand
alone micro.
Peter O'Sullivan
Kuring-gai College of Advanced Education
BONCZEK, R.H., HOLSAPPLE, C.W. and WHINSTON, A H. (1984): Micro
Database Management, Academic Press, 511 pp., $US37.50.
This is a well written book devoted entirely to database systems based
on the network model. Therefore, the title of the book is somewhat
misleading since there are fairly-good database systems available based
on the relational model even in the micro environment. It seems that
the argument "relational versus network" is still very much alive with
many texts still largely emphasising one of the models at the expense of
the other.
The book is largely based on a product MDBS (Version 3 created by
Micro Data Base Systems, Inc.), which is available in a variety of the
popular micro environments (including Z80, 8086/8088 and 6800
hardware, CP/M, PCDOS/MSDOS and UNIX operating systems). MDBS is
a product based on what the authors call the "extended network
approach". Unlike the well known CODASVL network model, the
extended network approach allows the direct representation of many
to many relationships using M:N sets. In addition, it supports N:1 sets,
1:1 sets, recursive sets and forked sets.
The differences between the extended network and the CODASYL
model are well documented. The processes of logical structuring using
both "standard" and extended network models, as welli as schema
design and database processing are very well described in the text. Both
a low level navigational database manipulation language as well as a .
high level, non-procedural navigational query language are presented.
In addition to the comprehensive treatment of network databases,
the following subjects are treated: the differences between database
management systems and file management systems, (a somewhat
biased) description of the major database developments since the
1960's, screen management, report definition languages and multi-user
processing.
The book will be. of value to anyone interested in database
management systems based on the network model. For someone
having access to MDBS, it would be of great use. The book, is well
written and the subjects covered are interesting and topical.
R. Sacks-Davis
Royal Melbourne Institute of-Technology
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